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PUBLISHER'S MESSAGE
You're great. When you look through this month's issue, you will see the
tremendous contribution you, the reader, have made to The Portable Paper.
We thank you for your enthusiasm, your contributions, your patience, and your
business. Also, we want to thank HP Corvallis, the home of The Portables, for
their assistance in our venture.
We received our Portable Plus just in time to re-edit most of our articles to
include both machines. The Portables are similar enough so that information
that applies to one usually has implications for the other.
In this, our first theme issue, we concentrate on DOS.
Read the introduction to the expanded B-Drive DOS section for a DOS overview
of the entire issue.
Next edition of The Portable Paper, we feature word-processing. Send us
your tips and experiences using MemoMaker and other word processing products on The Portable and Portable Plus.
Our success increasing the The Portable Paper subscription base is due in
large part to your enthusiasm. Corporate reader, contact us about making The
Portable Paper available to all your company's users.
We seek to continually improve and expand our service to you, the HP Portable and Portable Plus user. We welcome your feedback.
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Cataloging Revisited
The section on "Cataloging Your
Files" last issue was interesting,
especially the use of macros. If you
have many disks and are having trouble locating your files or are giving
different files on different disks the
same name, then a procedure I use
will help keep things straight.
What follows is a quick way to
get an alphabetically sorted list of all
your files with each file identified to
its disk. It works by redirecting output using the DOS> > double greater
than sign. A single > redirects output
to a file and overwrites any previous
contents. A double > > appends to
the existiag file rather than destroy it.
I append the directories of all my
disks onto the file a:iIles.prn, then
Import that file into Lotus. Then I put
an identifier with each file, the same
identifier I use to label the outside of
the disk. I then alphabetically sort the
entire worksheet by file name. The
result is an alphabetic listing of all
files, which are indexed to the disk
where they reside.
The whole procedure takes only
a few minutes every few weeks and
ends the' 'I know the name of the file,
but I can't remember what disk its
on" syndrome. This works exactly
the same on an IBM Pc. Here is a step
by step procedure:

1. Make sure you have written an
id number outside each disk.
2. Get into DOS from PAM.
3. Type the DOS command: dir
c: > > iIles.prn
4. After the drive stops, replace
the first disk with the next disk.
S. Press fl. This automatically
retypes dir c: > > iIles.prn. Press
return.
6. Continue until all disks have
been cataloged.
7. Exit DOS.
8. Enter Lotus and Import
iIles.prn using lfit.
9. In a column next to each file,
type the id of the disk where the file
resides. Use the Lotus copy command
to copy the id for all the files on that
disk. Do this for all files. In a separate
column you can write a brief description of each file.
to. Using the Ids command, sort
the worksheet by file name,
alphibetically.
.. If you put volume labels on
when you format the disk it helps
identification. Does anyone know
any way to put a volume label on a
disk after it has been formatted?
David A. Houlihan, Witchita, KS
[Ed-The Norton Utilities
described in this issue's A drive contains a Volume Label program that
does the trick.]

Portable Paper Praise
Thank you for the interesting first
issue of The Portable Paper. In terms
of the most useful information per
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pound of paper, your newsletter beats
them all!
Jean-Claude Dahler, Baldwinsville,
NY

Got The Portable Paper. It's terrific.
Dr. Byron Rigby, College of Natural
Law, Washington D. C.
Con gran placer por mi parte he
recibido el primer numero de su
revista, la cual me ha llendado de
satisfaccion.
A. Busquets, Barcelona, Spain
Congratulations on a great first issue.
For me it has lived up to expectations
and is a publication that truly prompted me to discover some new things
about my machine.
Nigel S. Ball, Victoria, Australia
Congratulations on your first issue,
Hal; it's a terrific job, and a must for
any serious PORTABLE user.
Bill Crow, Hewlett Packard Support
Engineer and SYSOP for the HP
Series 100 Forum on CompuServe
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Preventing Blindness

Washington DC Users Group-Well Begun

Donald C. Freeman of London, England, writes: "To solve
my immediate problem (rapidly deteriorating eyesight
from hours at the LCD), have you or any readers come up
with any clever ways to interface the 110 display to a video
monitor? Failing that, would anyone like to buy a used
110?"
Ed Keefe has come up with a four step, inexpensive
dO-it-yourself procedure for increasing screen readability.

"Well begun is half done" is an aphorism that has been
most useful when I have applied it my life. Bill Cross, the
organizer of the Washington D.C. HP110 users group has
certainly applied that principle. He has contacted five
other HP u~efs groups (other HP products) around the
country for "brain-picking" sessions.
Bill says, "SHOW UP for the first get-together at
Ballston Tower -1, Room 519, Office of Naval Research,
800 No. Quincy St, Arlington, VA 22217, Monday, February
17, 1986 at 8:00PM". Bill's work number is (202) 696-4112.
If you call Bill, he will send you the map and brief questionaire.
Bill promises to give us a report about what works as
well any good tidbits that emerges from the meeting. That
way we can help other HP110 users groups and share collective knowledge.

1. Go to your local hardware store and purchase a
small sheet of non-glare glass, the kind used in many picture frames. Also, get a glass-cutter and some suitable
abrasive paper for polishing the edges of the cut glass.
2. Purchase a swing-arm, clamp-on desk lamp. The
cost should be in the range of $10 to 15.
3. When you get home, cut the non-glare glass to fit
the HP 110's highly reflective display. Use the abrasive
paper to round the edges and make the glass fit tightly in
the display. Secure the glass with clear adhesive tape (the
kind that won't discolor.)
4. Mount the desk lamp and adjust it for optimum
lighting of the computer's display. Now use your computer
without severe eyestrain.
If you do want to hook up your portable to an external terminal, a Corvallis support engineer suggested the
following. "For all those who want the 24 line capability,
one thing that seems to do OK is to hook up your portable
to any terminal using the RS232 (serial) port. Once connected, go into DOS and type the command, ctty aux. This
will direct input and output to the terminal. An A.> should
appear on the terminal. You can type files and do all the
MS DOS commands. Your limitation comes when you try
to run MemoMaker, Lotus or any program that uses screen
control (positions the cursor on the screen). It does work
with Basic, Edlin or any program that makes no assumptions about the terminal type. Have fun experimenting ..."
Jean Welker from Maryland told me that he uses the
HP-IL Video Interface HP part number 92198A. Jean said
the price just dropped $25 and is now $295. You can order
the product from your local dealer or can call
800-538-8787 to order it from HP. The interface card,
which is about the size of a book, has the usual in and out
plugs on one end for the HP-IL loop. The other end connects to a monitor. When plugged into an HP-IL loop, the
monitor serves as a print device.
For example, if you do a /pp from Lotus, the file will
get printed to the 25-line monitor. By pulling the HP-IL
connectors, you can freeze any 25 lines. According to Jean,
this is windowing at its best, 25 readable Lotus lines.
Similarly, if you print from MemoMaker you can freeze 25
lines of your choice. Jean told me pressing CTRL/Break
twice will stop or restart the printing from MemoMaker.
If you come up with useful results or have other input, please tell us.

Computers For Central America
Recently, my wife and I had the pleasure of having a
Catholic Priest from Guatemala for dinner. Father Hugo
Santucci came to Fairfield to take a course in The Science
of Creative Intelligence, a course in the theory and practice of the Transcendental Meditation technique, at
Maharishi International University. Father Hugo is the principal of a high school in Guatemala for 1800 boys, the head
of a poor parish of 30,000, and in charge of The Center for
Social Work.
When I mentioned to qim'that I published a computer
newsletter, his face lit up. One of his purposes in coming
to the United States was to obtain computer equipment for
administrative and educational purposes. He has individuals who know how to use computers. If you or your
company can donate equipment, the address is: Father
Hugo Santucci, Colegio Don Bosco, 26 Calle 2-46, Zona
1, Guatemala, Central America.

Any Print Utilities Out There?
Sharon Allen of Scottsdale) AZ, Roger Taylor of N. Little
Rock, AR, and other subscribers have asked about printer
utilities for the HP110. Sharon would like to know if any
sideways programs exist so the HP110 can print the ThinkJet expanded type or a Lotus spreadsheet sideways. Roger
is interested in a PrintShop program for the HPHO, so he
can create graphics on the ThinkJet. Can anyone help?

Window Envelopes For The ThinkJet
Thomas Page of Houston sends me correspondence addressed by his Thinkjet printer. He folds his letter in a
natural way such that my address at the head of his letter
shows through a windowed envelope. In one of his letters
he says, "If you can find an appropriately-sized doublewindow envelope, both the address and return address can
be typed by the ThinkJet. To address a package, just tape
MARCH / APRIL 1986
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an envelope to the package. The windows will help protect the printing from moisture."

Mail Order HP
Recently, I received a catalog from Blue Chip Computer
Systems. They are an authorized HP dealer with 5 to 25 %
mail order discounts on HP products. They are at PO Box
10572, Beverly Hills, CA 90213, 800-447-2583 or inside
California: 800-325-9868.

Avoiding The HP9114 Disk Drive Blues
The only positive way I can think of to say it is that the
HP9114 teaches good habits about conserving scarce
resources. It would be nice to have one dollar for every expletive directed towards the HP9114. Many of us have experienced the power light flashing and the Abort, Retry>
Ignore message from DOS when trying to access the C
drive.
Plugging in the HP9114 only charges the battery, it
does not run the unit. The HP9114 only works off the battery. According to HP, you get 40 minutes of continuous
usage before it dies. I have never gotten over 20 minutes.
Managing to get through sev9'l1 compilations using the
MicroSoft BASIC compiler'was a triumph for me.
Here are some approaches to solving the problem. If
you only use your drive to occasionally transfer files back
and forth, you may not even be aware of the problem. The
first bit of advise is fairly obvious. When possible, leave
your HP9114 plugged in so your battery stays fully charged. Also, turn the HP9114 off when not in use. If it is in the
HP-IL loop with your ThinkJet, and you want to leave it in
the loop, then put the HP9114 last in the loop. Last means
the HP-IL device connected to the in HP-IL hole on your
Portable.
The next step is to try to get a ROM upgrade. Some of
the older HP9114's contained a ROM chip which HP identified as shortening the HP9114's staying power. A service
note that has expired allowed you to replace the ROM for
free. Sometimes authorized HP repair centers will honor
an expired service note. I've had several readers tell me the
ROM change really made a difference. I personally noticed no significant improvement on my HP9114 after the
change.
The,.official HP suggestion is buy another battery pack
for $ 55. You can pick one up from your HP dealer, or you
can get one by calling HP at 800-538-8787 apd ordering
part 88014A. Keep both packs plugged in. When one loses
its power, remove it from the HP9114 and put in the other.
It is a bit cumbersome, and you can still discharge both batteries, but it's a start in the right direction.
The next suggestion: build your own po",.;r supply.
Several friends of mine built power supplies for their
HP110's while they were in the Philippines. When they
returned to Fairfield, I commissioned one of them to build
me one. It proved to be one of my better investments. Can
you imagine, I can compile to my heart's content, transfer
flles back and forth from Portable to disk drive, and use my
HP9114 to back up my hard disk on my Compaq. Never a
blinking power light or an abort, retry or ignore.
I am aware ofthree approaches to power the HP9114
from a standard electrical outlet. First, you can remove the
battery back and build a small contraption that allows you
to plug the HP9114 directly into a wall outlet. Second, you
2
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can make major modifications to the battery pack and connect it to an external power supply which plugs into the
wall. Finally, you can do what.my friend did and rewire a
power supply, plus make minor modifications to the battery pack.
The November-December issue of Professional Computing describes methods one and two. You will be able
to understand the article if you can read an electronic
schematic and identify various electronic components. I
talked to editor, Roger Struckhoff, who said if you want
the back issue, you can give him a call at 1-207-236-4365,
although he may be hard to reach. Otherwise, send $4.95
($5.95 for first class) to Professional Computin& PO Box
250, Camden, ME 04843 and order the
NovemberlDecember issue. Or wait until the next Portable
Paper issue, in which we will give you in layman's
language a step-by-step approach, as well the correct parts
to order.
110 entrepreneurs that we are, by next issue we will be
selling solution 1 and also either 2 or 3. We will probably
sell kits for you do-it-your-selfers as well as ready-to-beplugged-in solutions "for the rest of us."

A,,''\1'
U

Send Us Your Utilities
I have been collecting, testing, and documenting public
domain software as well as other programs that I and other
readers have written that work on the HP110 and HP110 + .
Cliff Looyenga, our Wizard, has written utilities, games,
graphics routines and Time Manager add-ons. Thomas
Page of Houston has sent in a number of public domain
utilities that work well on the Portables, as well as
documentation as to what they do and where he got them.
We will publish his findings in our fourth issue, which will
be on data communications.
Do you have useful, reliable programs/utilities/Lotustemplates that you have written or collected from which
other Portable users can benefit? Please, send them to me
during February on disk, if possible. I will return the disk,
probably with an additional goodie or two. Note that our
company does plan to sell these programs in order to provide a service for our customers as well as make a profit.
If possible, we will obtain permission from the authors of
the programs. We respect U.S. copyright laws. At least some
of this software will be available by next issue.

Box To Underline And Back
In response to last issue's Wizard column many of you
wrote about a simple way of changing the cursor from Box
to Underline and back within MemoMaker. Normally, to
make the change you would have to go into PAM's System
Config to change the cursor shape. A simpler procedure
from MemoMaker and from almost any program except
Lotus is to press Extend Char Fl. This method works for
both The Portable and Portable Plus.
(Continued on page 23)

Corporate users, let us ~n<l a Portable
Paper to all of your company's Portable users.
Contact us fur special corporate rates.

0'"
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C. How to enter the ESCape character.

Dressing Up Your Printed Spreadsheets
By Michael C. Rhodes
ABSTRACT: This article describes how to install printer
escape sequences into LOTUS 123. Once installed, all
ThinkJet printingfeatures are available to dress up your
reports.
INTRODUCTION
I've always thought that a program should be flexible
enough to allow you to take advantage of all of your equipment's features. LOTUS 123 does a pretty fair job in most
respects but it does not allow you to format reports using
combinations of EXPANDED print for titles, CONDENSED
print for data and NORMAL print for report information.
Any combination of printing features the ThinkJet (or
any printer) is capable of performing can be incorporated
into your LOTUS report. To do this you must prepare a file
that contains the ThinkJet (or other printer) features. For
the purposes of this article, we will focus on the ThinkJet.
The features of the ThinkJet printer are located in Appendix A (A-I) in the ThinkJet printer manual. Let's look
at the first three features of 1) PRINT PITCHES, 2) BOLD
MODE and 3) UNDERLINE. When you become proficient
with these the other features may be added in a similar
manner.
Follow the step-by-step instructions listed below:
1. Prepare a .pm file for Lotus importing
A. Enter DOS from PAM.
B. Type copy con thnkjet.prn
The cursor will snap back to the left side of the screen
after you hit return. The copy con command allows you to
copy characters that you enter from the keyboard console
to a file called thinkjet.pm.
Only one line may be entered and edited at a time. You
must make sure it is correct before you hit return. You may
only use the backspace to edit the line. DO NOT USE THE
ARROW KEYS. If you examine the line and find that a
mistake was made after you had hit return you must start
all over from the beginning, that is, from copy con
thnkjet.prn.
Each time you hit return the cursor will snap back to
the left of the screen. Continue to enter each line in this
manner. After the last line is entered and return has been
pressed, end the file by holding the CTRL key and pressing the Z key at the same time. A AZ will appear. Now hit
return. The file will then be saved to the A drive.
We must use this process to produce the file because
MEMOMAKER will not allow the ESCape character to be
entered. Portable Plus owners also need to do 'use this
process-see the MemoMaker section of this issue.

The ESCape character is produced by pressing and
releasing the DEL/ESC key located at the lower left of the
keyboard. Next, press the SHIFT key, and while holding it
down, press the 7 key. A A (carat) and a [ (left bracket)
will appear o}.l the screen. This is the ESCape.
Next, enter each of the other characters exactly as you
see them below. Upper case letters may not be substituted
for lower case letters, so enter them exactly, ending each
line with a return.
D. The completed file.
When you have completed the data entry, your screen
will look like this:
.
copy con thnkjet.prn
A[&:kOS
A[&:kIS
A[8ckZS
A [&:k3S

[(sIB
[(sOB
A[&:dD
A[&:d@AZ
A
A

INPUTTING THE FILE INTO LOTUS.
You may enter LOTUS from DOS directly by typing
123 and hitting return, or you may EXIT DOS and enter
LOTUS from the PAM menu.
In Lotus type /fitthinkjet.pm and hit return. You will
see an ERROR message at the top of the screen and a
message at the bottom. Disregard both and hit return
again.
'
The Printer codes will now be on the screen. The
LOTUS sequence above stands for / File Import Text (me
name). If you already have a worksheet in WTUS and now
want to Import the Printer codes to dress the report, make
sure the LOTUS cursor is off to the right. This way the
printer codes will appear in an unused portion of the
worksheet and not overlay part of your report.

Format 110
Extend the usefulness lof MemoMaker
With this 24K byte printing program.
Features
507. faster printing than MemoMaker
Auto Page Numbering, Headers, Footers
Driven by function keys ar dot commands.
Unattended printing of multiple documents.

Send check or m/o for $39.95 to

FastAid CO.
314 S.W. Logan
Ankeny, IA 50021
MARCH / APRIL 1986
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USING THE PRINTER CODES
Using the printer codes is easy. Just use the COPY
command to put them above and below HEADINGS,
DATA, or INFORMATION. It is usually best to put the codes
on separate lines, but feel free to experiment. The example below illustrates a common usage.
A

[&IdS

FINAL FINANCIAL REPORT
A[&kOS

This turns the BOLD on, prints the HEADING, and
then returns the printer back to NORMAL print.
Practice will make perfect.
FINAL WORDS OF WISDOM
The file, as it stands, could use some internal labels to
the printer codes. You'll never remember what they do
without labels. Add a label to the right of each sequence
and resave the file (same name). Next time you use them
you won't have to guess what they do.
In Print Options set the LEFT MARGIN to O. This will
allow a common left margin for all print pitches.
All of the printer options may be added as above. Experiment with them and they; will become familiar new
LOTUS functions for you to use to dress up your reports.
Michael Rhodes is a Quality Assurance Manager for 7-UP
USA, Layton, Utah. He writes his own internal newsletter
for the company. He also produces his own software products under the name: F & M Enterprises.

Any Success With Lotus Add-Ons?
A number of readers have asked about using on the HPllO
Lotus add-on products such as Lotus Report Writer, Fox
and Geller's Power Tools, Turner Hall's Note-It, or Consumer Software's Auditor. My first inclination is to say no
since most of these products do IBM-specific screen handling. Has anyone had success with any similar such product
with the Portable or Portable Plus?
In contrast many Lotus templates which advertise that
they run on 256K IBM PC's should work with the HPllO
(assuming you can get them on a 3 112" disk ifthat is your
requirement). Again, please write about your successes
and failures with such templates. In particular, has anyone
had success with Ready To Run Accounting from Alfred
PublishiQ.g? Has anyone been happy with any accounting
template on the HPllO or Portable Plus?
HP POR'IABLE RELATED PROm CT

LIF 110
allows your portable
SERIES 300 ~ to read ~SERIES 200
SERIES 8 0 ? /
,~SERIES 70

t

HP 1 0 0 0 ) 1 '
" H P 9000
HP TERMINALS
HP CALCULATORS
64000 MICROPROCESSOR
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Completing A File

.,!

Normally, all files created on the Portable (and in general . .
on any MS-DOS system) end with the non-printable
character, ctrI z (ASCII 26). However, DOS in I/O redirection, filters, and so forth strip the ctrI z at the end of a file.
When importing or retrieving a file, Lotus expects the
end-of-file marker, ctrI z. Consequently, when Lotus reads
in your file created in DOS, you may very well get the Lotus
Part of ilIe is missing error. If you hit the return key, you
find that the file is loaded with no loss of data. Therefore,
no great harm is done.
However, Thomas Page of Houston, TX tells us that if
a 1-2-3 macro imports data into a spreadsheet without a
EOF marker, the macro crashes. There is, continues
Thomas, a simple solution to this problem: append a ctrI
Z to the end of the file. To do this, first create a file containing a ctrI Z.
copy con eof
AZ

stands for ctrI z, holding down the CTRL key and
pressing z.
Then use file concatentation to attach the CTRL z
created in DOS.
For example, suppose we put the current directory into a file by the command dir > ilIe.pm. When we try to
import ilIes.pm into Lotus, we get the ilIe missing error.
To remedy the situation we add a CTRL z to the file by using the DOS copy command as follows.
copy f"lles.pm + eof
This is a method for concatenating two files from
within DOS. Using this form of the command joins
ilIes.pm and eof to the new ilIes.prn. File eof remains the
same for future use. Be careful, incorrect structuring of the
above commands can overwrite a file.
AZ

Free Issues Of Lotus Magazine
For those of you who want to seriously delve into the
world of 1-2-3, we recommend Lotus, put out by Lotus
corporation. The monthly magazine is filled with spreadsheet examples, macro ideas, tips and tricks, and products
that support and work with 1-2-3. In speaking with Lotus
Magazine representatives, we explained that virtually all of
our customers are 1-2-3 users. They will be sending us
special cards for us to pass along to our subscribers. If you
send in one of these cards, you will get six months of free
Lotus issues. At the end of the six months you can decide
whether to subscribe.
The only catch is that only one per customer and that
the card most be filled out in its entirety (it's short). To get
a card, just send a stamped self-addressed envelope to Personalized Software, p.o. Box 869, Fairfield, fA 52556. If
you are so inclined, it is also a chance to send in tips for
your fellow The Portable Paper readers or to order our
products. We'll mail back a card with every order.

A
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Special DOS Issue
Introduction To DOS In This Issue
DOS pervades this second issue of The Portable Paper. Actually, since MS-DOS is the operating system of both Portable, in a sense it pervades all work done on either
Portable. This issue is an attempt to bring many of the practical uses of DOS to the surface.
The first two articles of this section are for the
uninitiated and provide an introduction to the use of DOS
commands. Experienced DOS users should skim the second article of these articles for some interesting ideas in
the creation of batch files and for warnings about how to
lose files. Other articles in the DOS section and throughout
the issue focus on specific DOS commands, including the
DOS prompt and sort commands and batch files.
The two A drive articles on Pack and The Norton
Utilities provide practical insights into the internal workings of DOS. However, the showcase article for this issue
is Ed Keefe's Looking Glass. Ed manages to examine the
more powerful DOS commands and concepts rather
painlessly by expanding on one example. Thomas Page of
Houston who saw a preview of the article wrote that' 'Ed
Keefe's article is the best explanation of practical use of
DOS I have seen. I spend a lot of time working in DOS, but
I know many people don't make best use of their computers because they are scared of big bad DOS. I learned
a few new things from reading it. Anyone who takes time
to work through the examples in this article should begin
to develop an understanding of DOS. I want to experiment
with his batch file since he has used a few procedures that
I don't use."
If you tend to be a doer, there is plenty of information
in this issue to give you powerful DOS tools no matter
what your level of computer sophistication. Just experiment with the ideas. If you are a little more analytical by
nature, or are computer gun shy, or if you want to delve
deeper into using DOS, then you might want to pick up
one of the books referred to at the end of the DOS section.
Best of luck.

DOS Fundamentals
INTRODUCTION-WAS 1ST DOS?
MS-DOS (MicroSoft Disk Operating System, DOS for
short) is the computer program that allows you to communicate with your disk drives, printer, and modem, and
that lets you manipulate files. With either Portable, it is
conceivable that you will never have to use DOS commands directly. However, your software (MemoMaker,
Lotus, PAM, and so forth) probably uses DOS to access files
and peripherals. As you will see throughout the issue,
becoming familiar with DOS adds a new level of power to
your use of the Portable.
MS-DOS has become the de facto standard microcomputer operating system in the corporate world, thanks to

the IBM PC family. This means that if you can use DOS on
either Portable, you can use an IBM Pc.
New users should be thankful to HP for providing
PAM, which is known technically as a DOS shell. It saves
users from having to learn DOS commands and makes
users prodQ.Ctive from the start. Instead of commands, PAM
offers a series of choices (menus) that our often graphically
displayed, and that are available through File ~anager,
configuration menus, function key labels, and the PAM
screen itself.
As you become more sophisticated in your use of the
Portables, you can begin to outgrow the limitations and
cumbersome nature of the menu-driven PAM shell. The
nice thing about the Portables is that you can gradually
start incorporating more and more DOS commands with
no significant tradeoff.
Let us examine some fundamental DOS concepts.
DOS COMMANDS
DOS commands let you format disks, copy disks,
copy files, rename files, list directories, create and remove
subdirectories, sort, type, and print files, find strings, compare files, and so on. To issue the commands, either go into
DOS or type the command from the PAM screen. The commands consist of a word followed by parameters and options. For example, consider the command format c:/w.
The c: is an optional parameter designating the C drive.
The Iw option indicates that the computer should format
the disk as single sided, so that the original HP150 disk
drives can read the disk. You must consult the DOS part
of the manual or purchase a book on DOS to find out the
syntax of the commands.
Most of the DOS commands are built into the Portable
and Portable Plus. On The Portable some of the commands
such as sort are found on an the utilities disk. The sort
command is built into the Plus.
FILE NAMES
DOS dictates the rules for creating the name of a file,
no matter what program you use on either Portable. A file
name consists of 1 to 8 characters optionally followed by
a period and 1 to 3 characters called an extension. You can
include any combination of letters, numbers, and certain
symbols to create a file name.
Some programs have special rules for extensions.
When you save a Lotus 1-2-3 file, you are allowed to type
an eight-letter name without file extension. 1-2-3
automatically tacks on a .wks. DOS itself recognizes .com
and .exe files as program files. The name of such a program
without the extension can be typed from DOS or PAM, and
the program executes. Type pack and pack.com gets executed.
Batch files are special files with a .bat extension.
These files consist of a collection of DOS commands that
MARCH / APRIL 1986
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get executed in sequence when the file name is entered at
the DOS prompt.
Convention determines the role of other extensions.
A .bin file is usually found on an electronic bulletin board
tacked onto files ready for downloading. Such an extension indicates that it is an S bit file and cannot be
downloaded as text. The XMODEM, protocols on mode
must be used to download a file using The Portable Terminal program. Lotus worksheet files, compiled Pascal
programs, or .com and .exe files are examples of S bit files.
Text files are much simpler to download.
In addition, MemoMaker can read in and create any
such text file. By convention text files often end with .txt,
.prn, .hlp, or .doc. Lotus can import (ffit) .prn files. The
.doc files contain documentation for programs. The .hlp
files often contain documentation or are used along with
a program and contain help messages. You can create you
own conventions for MemoMaker or Terminal files that
you create.
DOS also reserves special names like con and prn,
which stand for console and printer. Never try to create a
file name consisting of one of these special DOS reserved
words.
THE WILD CARD: *
Wild cards are a most useful tool and can be used in
PAM's File Manager as well as DOS. The * is by far the
most often used wild card symbol. If dir *.wks is issued, all
Lotus worksheet files get listed on the screen. The * stands

for all files. The command copy chap*.* c: would copy all
files beginning with the four letters chap to the C drive.
DISK DRIVE NAMES
By now you have noticed that each disk drive has a
letter associated with it. A is the built-in electronic drive.
B contains the software built into your computer. You
seldom, if ever, have to reference B drive files. C and
beyond stand for external disk drives.
Every DOS file name includes an implicit or explicit
drive name. If you refer to a MemoMaker file on the C drive
explicitly, you would type c:chap3.txt. The: is required
when you refer to a disk drive. If you don't list the disk
drive, DOS assumes first that you are referring to a file on
the default disk drive. The default drive on either Portable
is normally A unless you expliCitly type the name of
another disk drive from DOS or PAM like C:.
SUBDIRECTORIES
Subdirectories aren't so important on the Portable's A
drive because of limited memory (though, I know that
many of you would disagree). However, for an external
710K disk or an expanded Portable Plus, subdirectories can
help you organize your files. The concept is not difficult.
Directories and subdirectories are like a tree which contains branches and many of those branches contain more
branches.
For example, I have a 3 112" disk that I use to back up
my Portable Paper files. On the disk I keep my Portable

Received for Review
Personalized Software has received the following software
packages for potential review in future issues of The Portable Paper. If you would strongly like to review the product or see the product reviewed, tell us. We especially
would like to hear from Portable Plus users who wish to
review products. Quotes are from literature sent with
product.
From EllSY As., 30 S. CbClrles St., _,'uite 402, Baltimore,
MD 21201, 301-539-5540 we received three Lotus
1Cmplates. FedTax85 is a "wonderful tool designed to project tax position." Personal Mailing Syst~~m "provides a
means of easily maintaining name and address information
and preparing mailings." Personal Accounting System is
"a complete system for organizing and retaining financial
information." Specify Portable or Portable Plus and 3 112"
or 5 1I4".$35/template or $30/more than one (all on
same disk). Add 5$ for 3 1/2" disk. 30 day money back
guarantee.
From Oswego Software, 507 N. Adams, Oswego, IL
60543, (312) 554-3567 we received LIF110. This utility
allows vou to transfer files to and from The Portables and
oth(~r HP computers. These computers include series 300,
series SO, series 200, series 70, HPIOOO, HP9000, HP Ter~
min~tls, 64000 microprocessor.
From Workman & ASsOCiates, 1121l1at'ion Avenue,
Pasadena, CA 91106, 818- 796-4401 we received MS-DOS
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utility disks one and two. These are a collection of utilities,
mostly from the public domain with updated documentation. Theyare only guaranteed to work on PCcDOS (IBM).
However, many should work fine on the HPllO. 3 1/2"
disks by request. $32.50/disk.
From QUE Corporation, 7.999 Kntle Road, Indianapolis, IN 46250, 1-800-428-5331 we l'cceived a mini
Lotus library. They sent us 1-2-3 for Business, Using 1-2-3,
1-2-3 Macro Library, 1-2-3 Financial .tlacros, 1-2-3 Tips,
Trick~

anti Traps.

From Micbael J. Goergen, 1400 20tb St" NW, #202,
Wasbington, D.C. 20036we received two lotus templates
specifically designed for personal and small business accounting needs on the HPll{). EXPS6 helps keep track of
daily expenses by category providing weekly, monthly,
and year-to-date totals. ARS6 allows entering monthly
customer invoices and receipts giving monthly, year-todate totals, and current balance for each customer. $49.95
buys you both programs on 3 1/2" disk.
From Michael Rboties, F & M enterprises, 2796E
3600N, Layton, DT 84041 we received a series of GW
BASIC programs all adapted for the HPllO. These include
graphics routines, games, business programs. Michael tells
us it includes an excellent filing system that could commerciallysell for $100. $19.95 plus $3.00 shipping and
handling.
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Paper articles as well as promotional literature I create.

COPY C: < filename> A: < f"Jlename >

The disk's main (root) directory consists of two subdirectories named pp and ads. The pp directory contains six
subdirectories named issuel, issue2, issue3, issue4, issueS,
and issue6. Each issue subdirectory contains copies of files
for that issue. The ad subdirectory contains several files
containing promotional material.
Several of the articles in this issue contain explicit
discussion of subdirectories. Once you begin to get comfortable with your system, I recommend that you become
familiar with subdirectories. The discussion in both the
Portable and Portable Plus manual is readable if you cannot pick up the whole story from articles in this issue.
You need to understand the concept of subdirectories
to understand the syntax of the entire explicit DOS file
name. I can reference the file containing this article when
stored on the C drive by: c:\pp\issue~damnt.dos. By my
own convention all DOS articles have extension dos. It is
named fundamnt standing for "fundamentals." The file is
found in subdirectory issue2, which can be found in subdirectory pp. pp is a subdirectory of the root directory
denoted by the first \. The file resides on c:.
If you don't include the name of a file's directory,
DOS assumes you are referring to a file in the current
directory. There are DOS commands, discussed in the
next article, that allow you to create, traverse, and remove
subdirectories.

Copies a file from one disk to the same or another
disk, changing or not changing the name. In this case we
copied a file from the external drive to the A drive. The
copy command can also merge, append, create, and join
files in various ways (see MS-DOS manual, it's worth it.
Future issues of The Portable Paper will explore the copy
command.)

CRKDSK/FA:
Checks your disk, and recovers any lost strings and
files. It is essential to do this periodically to all disks, including the electronic disk A. If something strange has
happened, such as missing data, or disk suddenly full, or
unusual, uneipected error messages, then try this command.
If you run chkdsk/f and the program titlls you
something about clusters, type V and let the program fix
the problem. Do a dir and you will find some odd looking
files named f"JleOOOI.chk or something similar. Use the type
command and print the file to the screen. If it is text, you
can use the ren command to rename it appropriately. If
garbage is printed to the screen, and you have no Lotus
.wks files or program .com or .exe files missing, then delete
the file. Otherwise you can try renaming the file and hope
that Lotus can read the file or you can execute it from DOS.

DEL <fileame>

Many Possibilities With DOS And Batching
By Byron Rigby

INTRODUCTION
Many people abandon PAM and File Manager once they
have learned how to use DOS. The reason is that DOS
Commands are much faster. They don't require that you
wait for C drive to be repeatedly re-read. They allow you
to do many more things, and usually display what is happening much more clearly than in PAM. If you make batch
f"Jles for your most-used commands, DOS becomes far and
away the quickest, cleanest and most efficient way to
operate your computer.
It is a bit like the MacIntosh: once they have played
with the famed "desktop," many users go to great lengths
to find ways to bypass it to save time. All that "user friendly" technology, and we end up converting to the same old
IBM-type DOS Commands because it allows us to do more
things more quickly.
The most useful MS-DOS commands follow. Note that
all MS-DOS commands are followed by pressing the return
key. Also, if you do not specify a disk drive name (eg c:),
DOS will assume you mean the default drive. Usually the
default drive is your built-in electronic disk, A. You may
change the default to the external drive C by typing c: at
the DOS prompt.

DIR A: (or DIR/W A:, or DIR/P A:)
Displays all file sizes and dates on your a drive. The
IW allows more files to be displayed on the screen by
eliminating size and date. IP displays files with sizes and
dates, but pauses when the screen is full. Any disk drive
can be substituted for the A:. If the A: is not included, you
will get a directory of the default (usually the a drive.)

Deletes a file (careful!). It is better to use a public domain program such as vdel.com or use The Norton Utility's wipef"Jle In. Such a program will delete files one by one
asking you for verification each time.

PRINT
Can print up to 9 files one after the other, EVEN
WHILE YOU CONTINUE TO WORK IN MEMOMAKER OR
OTHER PROGRAMS. It can print 80 lines per page if
System Config is set to 8linos per inch and skip page break.
Memomaker can only print a condensed 55 line page even
if you set 8 lines per inch. The print command can't read
MemoMaker's .PA, however. It also can only work from
within a directory or subdirectory (see cd, next
paragraph).

III' I'ORL\BU Rrl ,\1 LD I'RODl ( 1

TIMELOG.WKS
Automated, menu-driven template for
Lotus 1-2-3. Keeps track of camputer
usage. Produce itemized billings or
show time spent using the HP 110. $19.95

CrossReference. COM
Utility program that prints a line by
line index of any ASCII file. $19.95

Send check or m/o(834.9S for both) to

FastAid CO.
314 S. W.Logan
Ankeny,IA 50021
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CLS

TYPE < filename>

Clears the MS-DOS screen.

Types contents of file onto screen (if you can't be
bothered going into Memomaker to review your file).
Sometimes you can abort the display with CTRL C.

DISKCOPY C: C:
Copies disks, asking you to insert source and target
disks alternately in your external drive. DISKCOPY C: D:
copies from one disk drive to another if you have two
drives (much more convenient).

FORMAT A:
Formats a disk.

CD <sdir>
Puts you into a different subdirectory (ie, displays and
operates only on files in that subdirectory) For example, to
enter a subdirectory that you have named letters, type cd
letters. You are now in subdirectory letters. Only from
within a subdirectory can you print the contents of that
subdirectory using the print command.
How to get out? Type cd c:\ and return. Don't forget
the\. (cd c: won't work!).

MD < subdirectory name>
Makes a new subdirectory.

RD < subdirectory name>
Removes a subdirectory. Subdirectory must be emptied first, by del <subdir name>\*.*.

This Year's Themes
Issues two through fiye of The Portable Paper
will each have a theme based on B·d1'ive buUtinsoftware. Send in your contributions accordirig to upcoming themes. 'fhe entire readership
welcomes your knowledge.

ISSUE 3--MemoMaker and Word Pro·
cessors on the HPllO
Tell us of y{)ure~perience .with word processors andre1ated pn)dl.lcts on The Portables.
Give US your MemoMaker tips and tricks.

ISSUE4 __Terminal and .Electtonic
Bulletin Boatds
MaiHnYourexpe'flet1ceusingTermi~.Give us
conn~rations,alltol()gonsequences,

tips, and
opini01lsofon-line information services .. Tell
us about goodpllblk doInain hulletinhoards
for information and· software relevant to the
HPI10.

ISSUE 5> Lotus and lotus prodllcts
Send us your iotustipsandm,acros, especially
if they relate to thePorrables.Thll us. of productsor frecsoftware.th;-ttrun with i{)tuson
either PortabI~\ ..... ... .......
>

ISSUE.6 andV():I;.".ISSU:El

Reviews,teri~,!s,.reviews
Give us yoprexperience op.pro~ucts that WIl
on ThePortahles.
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REN < filename> < filename>
Renames a file.
BATCH BEGINNERS: CREATE YOUR OWN
DOS COMMANDS
With batch files you can execute programs with a
keystroke, avoid PAM and eliminate the delays of disk
rereading. Batch files streamline oft-repeated commands
and make them almost automatic. They allow you to start
a whole sequence of operations at a single keystroke. You
can choose whatever name you wish for a DOS command
or sequence of DOS commands.
For example, you could create a batch file you name
t that can let you enter Terminal and send a file accross the
phone lines. Just by typing c and return you could copy a
file or set of files from drive A to drive C then erase them
from drive A.
Batch Files are files that can be written in Memomaker
and that contain a DOS command or sequence of DOS
commands. The file must be called<fJlename >.bat where
<filename> stands for any eight-character legal DOS
filename. The set of commands in the .bat file can be executed by typing < filename> followed by return. Once a
batch file has been made, it just sits in Drive A. As long as
it is there you can execute it by typing the single
< f"uename > such as x.
Here are some examples of batch files containing DOS
Commands, all of which I use very frequently, some of
them many times a day.
(1) ENTER DOS COMMANDS
Memomaker Filename: c.bat
Contents of file: command
Use: Enables you to enter MS-DOS Commands from Pam
Menu with the single keystroke c, instead of moving the
cursor.

(2) EXIT
Memomaker filename: e.bat
Contents of file: exit
Use: Enables you to exit from MS-DOS back to PAM at the
single keystroke e instead of having to type exit.

(3) MEMOMAKER
Memomaker Filename: m.bat
Contents of file: memomakr
Use: Enters Memomaker with the single keystroke m (from
either MS-DOS or Pam Menu).
(4) SPELLER AND OTHER PROGRAMS
Memomaker filename: s.bat
Contents of file: speller
Use: Enables you to enter Hayden Speller (if loaded in A
drive) using the single keystroke s. Similar commands
work for all other programs, enabling you to call up the
program with a keystroke. A few programs may not work
well from MS-DOS (very rare) or from external drive with
this method. Alternative: Just rename Speller.com or
Speller.exe as s.com

_______________________ B Vrive _______________T_H_E_P_O_R_TA_B_L_E_P._I\P_E_R

(5) TERMINAL
Memomaker Filename: t.bat
Contents of file: Terminal
Use: enables you to enter Terminal emulator at a single
keystroke, t
(6) MAKING PHONE CALLS
Memomaker Filename: x.bat
Contents of file: terminal It phone
Use: If there is a phone number that you dial often
(especially a long distance number using a Sprint line, and
therefore involving thirteen or more digits) you can put the
number in a Terminal Config file, save it under the name
phone (or any other name, as long as you use that name in
the above batch file) and then simply hit x whenever you
want to call that number. Lift the receiver when dialing is
complete (have a twin phone jack, so your phone is connected in parallel with the 110). Of course you can have
many such files - y.bat, z.bat, etc - , or you can name
them after the person (eg john.bat, etc).
THE FOUNTAIN OF TEARS:
Things You May Regret Doing!

(1) Turning on the printer while entering or leaving
Memomaker or other programs. This may destroy all data
on your A: drive. Highly regrettable.
(2) Leaving out the backslash (\) when using the command delete. Eg, del c: <subdir > <tllename> instead of
del c:<subdir>\<tllename> . This will delete the whole
directory. To be sure, you will be shown the warning Are
you sure? YIN, but you may think you are sure, and press
Y. Deletion will then be instantaneous if you are deleting
from drive A. In drive C you will have a chance to stop it
by hitting CTRL C.
(3) Checking the spelling of a document with Hayden
Speller when there is insufficient disk space to save the
corrected document. The speller will save the original as
< f"llename >.bak, then try to save the corrected version as
the original filename and extension. However, the save of
the corrected version will be incomplete. If you then delete
the bak version (uncorrected version), you will be left with
a corrected version that is truncated. Instead, delete the incomplete corrected version, rename the bak version, and
spell again with more disk space.
(4) Using the command copy <f"llel>+ <f"lle2> when
there is not enough disk space. This is normally a good
way to append file2 to the end of filel. But if there is not
enough disk space, file1 will be lost, only file2 remaining.
Safer to use copy <tllel>+ <file2> <tlle3>. This combines f"llel and f"lle2 to a third file, f"lle3, leaving the original
two files intact. They can then be deleted if desired.
(5) Using diskcopy A: A: without write-protecting
your source disk. You may aCcidentally insert your source
disk when the target disk is called for. This may copy part
of the source disk onto another part of the same disk, causing loss of data.
(6) Downloading software from another computer
with insufficient disk space: you may miss the last few
lines of the program. The only remedy then is to clear
more disk space and download the whole lot again. This
may take a lot of time at 300 baud and will be costly if you
are calling long distance.
(7) Doing a Ifs {return} y in Lotus without thinking.

If it is a new file that you just created, then the new file
assumes t?e name of the first file in the File Save listing.
You have Just lost whatever was in that first file.
(8) Assuming the wildcard symbols * and? mean the
same thing when using DIR, REN, DEL and COPY. They
don't. And their meanings are not very logical or consistent. DIR xxx* will show all files beginning with xxx,
whether they have extensions or not. DEL and COPY only operate on those files without extensions. To include
files with extensions when using DEL and COPY, you
must use COPY xxx*.*. Combinations like *xx.* or ??xxz.*.*
can be very unpredictable. You can easily delete or copy
files you don't want to include. Always use the public domain program vdel.com or Norton's wipef"lle In, instead of
DEL. This aVows you to confirm the command for each
file, one by one. If you rename vdel.com or wipetlle In as
d.com, you can just type d xxx* instead of del xxx* or vdel
xxx*, saving yourself some keystrokes as well as bt!ing able
to check each file before confirming delete.
(9) Saving a whole series of files (using a wildcard or
copying the whole of a subdirectory) to the wrong diskone which does not contain the intended target subdirec~ory. For example, you might want to save all files ending
m .txt, or the whole of a subdirectory named A:let, to a
subdirectory named C:doc; however, by accident you put
the wrong disk in drive C.
You then enter copy *.txt c:doc or copy a:let c:doc. In
the wrong disk there may be no subdirectory called doc.
In that case the system will think you mean copy all files

".::mi~ds .*~oftlle ~no

~·~~m o~tq.~ ~cs. He
·~s.~~·l8M·~tF~

., ·.~:d~~~luding "110~ .... '·'IUl
.N()tes~', u~.GIM$", "IHlnve" and
':A~Ddve~'.
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ending in .txt (or all files in subdir let) to a new file called
c:doc. All your files will then be merged in one file on C.
They will not be inextricable, but it could take quite a lot
of work in Memomaker to unmerge them. If there are software files (programs, applications, Lotus Worksheets, etc)
in the group of copied files, then these will be damaged.
So when copying using wildcards, or when copying to
subdirectories, use DIR to review the contents of the
destination directory BEFORE finally erasing the original
files you copied from.

1/100 of a second: 2:01:26.03. To get rid of the :26.03 on the
screen requires backspacing using the $h code. The $d
stands for the date and causes the day and numeric monthday-year to be part of the prompt. The $n command gives
you the current disk drive, and $p displays the current
directory. The $e represents the ESC character. Finally,
because > and < are interpreted as I/O redirection symbols, g and I stand for > and < .
For example, create the following one-line
MemoMaker file and call it, say, p.bat.

Dr. Byron Rigby works at Maharishi W?dic University, College of Natural Law, Washington, DC

prompt You're doing great! $d $h $t $h$h$h$h$h$h [$p]:

Sorting Using SORT
A number of readers, including Thomas Page, Jean-Claude
Daehler, and Terry Jensen, wrote of how to use the DOS
sort command to sort directories as an alternative to Lotus.
The sort command can be used to sort directories by name,
extension, size, or date. Portable Plus users have the additional lUXury of having the command built in to their
machine. Portable users must run sort off the C drive
utilities disk or have it use up room on the A drive.
Here is the command.
dir I sort / + 23 > f"lles.dat
The command pipes the directory listing to sort. The
sort command sorts by the 23rd character in each line. The
result is sent to file fiJ.es.dat.
The / + 23 option sorts the files by date.
The / + 14 option sorts the files by file size.
The / + 10 option sorts the files by file extension.
No option sorts the files by file name.

The Prompt Command
The DOS prompt command is a somewhat obscure command that due to the ability to generate the ESC (ASCII 27)
character, gains prominence in the HP Portable environment. The prompt command is actually included so that
you can create your own custom DOS prompt. Instead of
the time and date, you can, if you want, see a DOS prompt
that reads "You make $10,000 worth of sales this week".
For that message to appear, just issue the DOS command,
prompt You make $10,000 worth of sales this week.
Theprompt command is almost a mini-programming
language' within itself. To programmatically define function keys and manipulate the screen, you mllst send instructions consisting of an ESC followed by other
prescribed characters to the screen. The article by Michael
Rhodes article that follows shows specifically how to use
the prompt command to customize function keys. Last
issue's MemoMaker tip for creating a destructive back
space key used this feature.
As the $10,000 example shows, to display English as
part of the DOS prompt, just type in the English after typing prompt.
The $ is the intimidating-looking symbol in the
prompt command syntax. However, all it means is that the
user should look to the character that follows it for a
special meaning. In general then the prompt command
consists of some combination of English and two character
codes beginning with $.
The $t command means the current system time. Unfortunately, the time gets displayed to the accuracy of
10
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When you type p from DOS, you will get the following prompt with the current time and date:
You're doing great! Sun 1-12-1986 22:28 [A:\]:
Experiment and study the next article. Any time you want
to reset the DOS prompt to the default, type exit to return
to PAM and start DOS again.

Using The PROMPT Command To Redefine
DOS Function Keys
by Michael C. Rhodes
ABSTRACT: This article describes the process of redefining the function keys from DOS using the prompt command. Once redefined, all directories and subdirectories
are only one key-press away.
This batch file is specifically for those of you who use DOS
frequently and are familiar with root directories and subdirectories. In general, you will learn how to program the
function keys to become any DOS commands you wish.
For an explanation of directories see the HPllO Owner's
manual: MS DOS 3.6-3.7, and section 5.5 in the Plus
Manual.
Information storage and retrieval from your ram
disk-drive A, or any disk, is much more orderly when
you group the information into subdirectories. I keep all
of my information on drive A in five subdirectories. These
are memos, lotus, dbase, modem and basic.
When information of a similar nature or relationship
is stored in a separate subdirectory, it is much easier to
locate the file or program you want. Going from one subdirectory to another, however, can use a lot of key strokes,
and if you make a mistake, it usually means typing at least
part of the command over.
Some utility programs for the IBM-PC allow building
keyboard MACROS. They allow redefining one key to act
as if many commands were entered from the keyboard
manually. This is possible on the HPllO without cost. In
fact, all of the function keys may be redefined from DOS
using the prompt command.
As we saw in the previous article on the prompt command, this command can do more than redefine the DOS
prompt. The HPllO manual lists a series of console output
escape sequences in the D-appendix reference tables D-6
and D-7. On page D-7 the next to the last function is softkey setup. This information is not available in the Plus
manual; you will need the Plus technical reference guide.
All of the necessary escape sequences needed to redefine
the softkey (function key) can be programmed into DOS
using the prompt command and is discussed below.
The following information can help you understand
the steps necessary. I will use an example that utilizes the

JOIN

SuperGroup Association Today
and Get
3 FREE ISSUES!
Become a part of the world's largest association of H P 3000 users.
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Mail to: SUPERGROUP ASSOCIATION MAGAZINE /348 East South Temple / Salt Lake City, Utah 84111/ U.S.A.
(801) 521-3000/ EasyLink: 6275-8667 / Telex: 38-7088 (SUPER SLC)
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prompt $e&fOalk6d23LDIR A:A:$_CD A:\$_CLS$_DlR $_
prompt $e&fOa2k5d30LMEMOSA:$_CD\$_CD MEMOS$_CLS$_DlR $_
prompt $e&fOa4k5d30LLOTUSA:$_CD\$_CD LOTUS$_CLS$~IR $_
prompt $e&fOa5k5d30LdBASEA:$_CD\$_CD DBASE$_CLS$~IR $_
prompt $e&fOa6k5d30LBASIC.A:$_CD\$_CD BASIC$_CLS$~IR $_
prompt $e&fOa7k5d30LMODEMA:$_CD\$_CD MODEM$_CLS$~IR $_
prompt $e&fOa8k6d23LDlR C:C:$_CD C:\$_CLS$_DlR $_
prompt $e&jB
prompt$d$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$h$t$h$h$h$h$h$h[$p]:$s
cis

1. ESC This stands for ESCAPE and is entered by typing a
.
$e.
2. &fOa This string of characters is necessary in each setup.
The characters are entered immediately following the $e.
The string contains the number O.
3. KEY This is the number of the function key you wish
to redefine; it must be a number between 1 and 8.
4. llen This stands for label length. It is the number of
characters in the label you want to appear in the small box
at the bottom of the screen. The box is two eight character
lines. You may use 0-16 depending on the length of your
label.
5. d Follows llen.
6. slen Stands for string length. It is the number of
characters in the prompt command that stand for the DOS
command or commands you wish to have performed.
7. L Follows slen.
8.label This is the actual label you want to appear in the
box at the bottom of the screen. It is llen characters long.
9. string String is the DOS command or commands you
want to be performed when the function key is pressed.
It is sleR characters long.

the directory of a:\ gets displayed.
If you follow these instructions you can redefine your
function keys to do any DOS function you want. The only limitation is a 32 characters maximum slen.
If you had to enter these prompt commands every
time you needed them, it would be a waste of time. The
trick is to save them in a batch file. Enter the following
BATCH file as listed below using MEMOMAKER and save
it with a file name DOS.BAT. You will have to modify it if
you do not use the five subdirectories I use.
The first seven prompt commands redefine function
keys 1,2,4,5,6,7 and 8. These commands allow for one
press of a function key to display the directories of A, C,
and the five subdirectories on A. The eighth prompt turns
on the function label boxes at the bottom of the screen. It
is equivalent to manually pressing the menu key. The
preprogrammed definition of f3 stays. Pressing f3 causes
the last DOS command to be redisplayed on the screen.
The last prompt restores the original DOS prompt that
is familiar to you. This is necessary. If you try one of the
single examples above directly from DOS, you will lose
your DOS prompt.
Make sure this file does not start with ECHO OFF or
no redefinition will take place. To execute this BATCH file
simply go to DOS, type DOS, and hit return. The function
keys will pop up and you are ready to go.
You now have all the basics to place your own DOS
commands into redefined function keys. Experimentation
is your best learning tool at this point. If you get lost or if
you lose the DOS prompt altogether, just do a system reset
by pressing the CTRL plus Shift and Break/Stop keys all at
the same time. All will be reset to normal operation. Then
don't give up. Try it again. It can save you a lot of time.

Here is an example that assigns functi~n KEY 1 to
display the files of the ROOT directory o(A.
prompt $e&fOalk6dSLDIR A:DIR A:$_
The $e&fOa is the required start of a function key redefinition. The number 1 refers to fi. There are 6 characters on
the function key label, DIR A:. The 8 characters in DIR
A:$_ are necessary to represent the action of pressing the
function key. The $_ at the end of the string means return.
This command can be refined.

[Ed-Ifyou come up with interesting, useful redefinitions
of the function keys, using the prompt command, send
them in for publication. Note, that the function keys can
also be redefined from BASIC, Pascal, DBaseII, or any
programming language.]
Michael Rhodes is a Quality Assurance Manager for
7-UP USA, Layton, Utah. He writes his own internal
newsletter for the company. He also produces his own
software products under the name: F & M Enterprises.

five subdirectories listed above. You may use these or any
names you have chosen. Just remember that the process requires subdirectories, so to see this really work, you will
have to be already using them or you will have to take a
minute to set up a few.
First, let's look at the syntax or structure of the command that allows you to redefine function keys.
ESC &fOa KEY Den d slen L label string
Looks imposing doesn't it? It's really not hard. Lets look at
each part and its function:

prompt $e&fOalk6d22LDIR A:A:$_CD A:\$_CLS$~IR$_

This prompt command embeds several DOS commands.
22 characters make up the DOS command string. The
embedded DOS commands are a: ,cd a:\, cis, and dir. First
you move to the A drive in case you are not already there.
Second, you go to the ROOT directory (again, in case you
are not there). Third, your screen gets cleared to display
the directory. Finally, the DIR command gets issued and
12
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Books On DOS
By Hal Goldstein
In general if you have access to a book on the IBM PC or
PC-DOS, most of the material about PC-DOS will be relevant to the Portable and Portable Plus DOS. PC-DOS is a
slightly specialized version of MS-DOS (the microcomputer Disk Operating System by MicroSoft).

o
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To prepare for this issue of The Portable Paper I picked up two books on DOS: PC-DOSIMS-DOS: User's Guide
to the Most Popular Operating System for Personal Computers by Alan M. Boyd of MicroSoft, Bantam Books,
$18.95; and PC-DOS: Introduction To High-Performance
Computing by Peter Norton (who wrote the Norton
Utilities), Brady Communications Co., $17.95. Both books
are readable and teach plenty about DOS. And both are
oriented towards the user rather than the programmer.
Boyd's style and approach is a little more eccentric than
Norton's; Boyd tends to explore little side-trips that interest
him. Overall, it contains more technical information. I particularly liked Boyd's thorough discussion of the directory
structure of the DOS disk (the Directory and FAT tables).
Norton's book was more controlled and organized, with

What The PACK Utility Does
Feedback from you indicates there is some confusion
about the PACK utility. The PACK program, pack.com,
which is built into the Portable Plus, and which we sent to
Portable owners along with the Time Management program, solves a significant problem with both Portables.
Note the bug report at the end of the article.
The problem involves a classic memory management
difficulty known by every computer science student as
"disk fragmentation", and sometimes occurs when you try
to increase internal memory. Understanding, this difficulty
will also be helpful when you read this issue's DOS
material and the Norton Utility review. What follows is a
scenario of how the pack utility can come to your aid.
From PAM, fS, System Config, let us say you set your
system memory as 96K and your electronic A disk as 176K.
(That is, the first line of your Config screen reads 96 / 176.)
For a few days you create and delete files through normal
use of MemoMaker, Lotus, Terminal and other programs.
At one point you have used about 174K out of the 176K
bytes on your A drive for file storage: you only have 2k
bytes left. You decide to delete a large Lotus 60K
worksheet leaving you with 62K left. (Note that the problem described here can easily occur even if you never
come close to filling up you electronic disk.)
Meanwhile, in MemoMaker you are working on a
report that is growing longer than expected. You are
pushing the limits of internal memory, that is, the 96K is
no longer enough to hold your report, MemoMaker, and
DOS. You know that MemoMaker will let you use a little
more internal memory before it reaches its limit, so you go
back into PAM's System Config to increase the internal
memory to 112. However, here's the rub: you are stuck
with the 96 / 176 when you try Next Choice or Prey
Choice, even though you know there is 62K of memory

little cartoons breaking the monotony and with many
practical caveats.
A book that always get top reviews, and that I had only
a chance to glance at is: Running MS-DOS by Van Wolverton, MicroSoft Press, $21.95. Again the orientation is for
non-technical users of MS-DOS.
The more technical "classic" is Peter Norton's: The
Peter Norton Programmer's Guide to The IBM PC,
MicroSoft Press, $19.95. Much ofthe book is not relevant
to the HP110, since it goes deeply into the IBM PC internals. You should go to a bookstore and glance through it
to see if it meets your needs. The other technical work for
both The Portable or The Portable Plus, is the Portable
Plus Technicaj Reference Manual, available through your
local HP sate ·office for $100.

left on the electronic disk. The system should let you borrow some of that 62K for internal memory but won't.
To understand what's going on, imagine your 272K of
RAM as a straight line with a dot dividing the 96K internal
memory and the 176K electronic disk. In our example,
almost the entire line segment representing the electronic
disk is covered with files. In the diagram below the line
represents the 272K of RAM. The letters represent files.
Notice from the diagram t}1at' a single file may reside at
noncontiguous locations on the electronic disk, hence the
3 C's in the diagram. Let us say C stands for the 60K Lotus
Worksheet. When you delete it, "holes" get created in the
electronic disk. However, file D still lies close to the boundary between electronic disk and internal memory. When
you try to change the boundary to get more than the 96K
of internal memory, your Portable won't let you because
it is not smart enough to make use of those holes; it thinks
it can't change the boundary because file D is in the way.

176K

96K

The B.P. (Before Pack) method of solving this
frustrating problem is to copy all electronic disk files to an
external disk, delete all files from the internal disk, and
then copy them back to the internal disk. Upon completion, each file is contiguous (e.g. all the 1(s, B's, C's, and so
forth, lie together). Furthermore, the files are packed
together such that all the empty space lies between the last
file and the boundary. You can now easily adjust the boundary between electronic disk and internal memory from
System Config.
The pack program produces the same result in a few
seconds without having to bother with an external disk
drive. From the PAM line type pack. (If you don't have a
MARCH I APRIL 1986
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You erased your Portable's data.
Get it back with
The Norton Utilities
T
:

I

t happens. One slip of a finger and a whole week's
worth of input data is history. The Norton Utilities
are powerful organizational tools for the HP
Portable and Portable Plus.
With a remarkable file recovery feature called
UnErase™, you can actually search for and restore lost
data with a few siplple commands. And you can use The
Utilities daily to locate files, track down data and put
disks in order.

Works great on Portable and Portable Plus.
Purchase Utilities from Personalized Software and you11
receive additional3W' or 5%" disk with copy of Norton
Utilities
• Norton Utilities normally not available on 3W' disk
• Disk contains instructions on how to run Norton
Utilities on Portable and Portable Plus
• Disk includes several excellent Public Domain
programs
• Portable Paper subscribers receive 10% Discount

Pricing
Normally $99.95
Subscriber discount $89.95
Until March 25, 1986:
Holiday Pack and Norton Utilities-$199.95
If already purchased Holiday Pack from us-$84.95

i!NORTON

UTILITIES
DATA RECOVERY
DISK MANAGEMENT

A life saver for your data.

TIME-LIFE
ACCESS
NEWSLETTER
says "Highly
recommended for
business users."

ED PRODlTCI

roOifer ·~~qaPersonalizedSoftware
P""",P~'

'"

"Thrbo Pascal is clearly the
Portable and Portable Plus programming language of choice."
- Hal Goldstein, Editor, The Portable
,. Paper

Thrbo Pascal is superior in terms of:
- price
- performance
- portability to other machines
- programmer's environment
- memory consumption

THE ENTIRE SYSTEM, INCLUDING
EDITOR CONSUMES LESS THAN 40K
BYTES.
EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT A
PROGRAMMER THE WORDSTAR:fYPE
EDITOR ALONE IS WORTH THE
PRICE OF TURBO PASCAL
When You Buy From Personalized Software,
You Receive
- 5% Subscriber discount

Other Borland
1ltrbo Pascal
products

~The disk includes programs to acc~~~

Portable graphics
Holiday pack: includes Turbo Pascal, Turbo
Tutor, and Turbo Toolbox.

1ltrbo lbolbox: Disk
includes routines that
create data base file
management system.
'/Urbo '/Utor: Disk and manual for learning Thrbo
Pascal. Includes many features for experienced users.
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Plus, copy pack.com to the A drive. To copy-make sure
the pack utility is in the switched-on, connected external
disk drive. From the PAM screen type copy c:pack.com, or
if you want to run the pack utility from drive C, type
c:packa:.)
As many of you noted with some puzzlement, nothing
seems to happen. The pack program does not bother tell
you, but it just packed your disk in the manner described
above.
A secondary advantage of running the pack program
is that it will speed up disk access time. When you access
a file on a packed disk, the system does not have to jump
from point to point on the disk to use the file. On an electronic disk the time saving is insignificant. Preventing the
disk drive head from jumping around on a mechanical disk
drive (HP9114) can save a little time and drainage on the
HP9114 battery. To pack C with the pack program in drive
A, type pack c:.
CAUTION: Corvallis reports: "There is a bug using
Pack on the electronic disc. The pack utility loses sectors
when a subdirectory contains a file that is located before
the subdirectory directory entry, and there is empty space
before the file entry. Generally, users should avoid packing a disc with subdirectories, and create subdirectories
before adding other files. The sectors may be recoverable
with CHKDSK IE"

In other words, whether you are using The Portable or Portable Plus, if you have created subdirectories, DON'T use pack.
Given this warning and explanation, if you would like
to obtain the pack utility you can download pack.bin from
CompuServe, Data Library 4, HP Series 100 Forum (go hp).
Rename it, after downloading to pack.com. If you are a
subscriber, you can mail me a formatted 3 112" or 5 114"
disk and a self-addressed $ .39 stamped business envelope,
and I will copy the program (and Time Manager) for you.
Or you can mail us $7.50, and we will send you the disk
with PACK and Time Manager on it.

Norton Utilites

A

By Hal Goldstein

INTRODUCTION
I highly recommend The Norton Utilities for both Portable
and Portable Plus users. These programs can recover
deleted files as well as help you organize your electronic
and external disks. Even if you only use the programs
once-to recover a valuable file you thought was gone for
good-you probably have received your money's worth,
saving yourself hours of work and frustration. However, if
you are like me you will find many additional uses for the
programs in the package. If at all pOSSible, I keep several
stored on my A disk.
The Norton Utilities are a series of programs all having the file extension .com. As with any .com file, typing
the name of the file-with or without the .com-from the
16
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PAM screen or from DOS executes the program. If you
prefer, you can install any of the programs into PAM by adding two lines to the pam.nmu file from MemoMaker. In
the first line type whatever you want to appear in the PAM
box. In the second line type the name of the program.
The Norton Utilities have changed over time in a manner similar to HP machinery. The Utilities have made the
transition from being primarily tools for engineers to being practical programs anyone can master with a little time
and patience. Also, both the Norton Utilities and many of
the newer HP microcomputers are relatively straightforward to use, but can be very powerful when pushed to the
limit.
Functionally, many of the Utilities can be found in
some form of public domain software. However, in terms
of reliability and value, it is very much worth the $99 for
most users. Let's examine each of the utilities and how they
work on The Portables.

DS-Directory Sort: My favorite
I try to keep this program stored on my A disk. It physically
sorts a disk's directory and, optionally, files in all subdirectories, backwards or forwards, by file name, extension,
size, date or time, or any combination. This differs from
the DOS sort program, which only sorts a copy of the files;
nothing is done to the actual physical directory written on
disk.
For example, I most often perform the command ds
s. Afterwards I do a directory: dir. What I get is a listing of
my files, ordered by file size. The shorter files usually get
scrolled off the screen. However, the large files at the end
of the command stare at me-daring me to do something
with them to free up space (so, at least, I have enough
room for this 7K program.)
Thomas Page points out that you should be sure to let
the program finish before attempting to use the computer
(it's very quick). If you stop the program in the middle, you
may completely destroy a disk's directory, and therefore
make it extremely difficult to recover data on the disk.

QU-Quick Unerase: Quick Fix
Have you ever inadvertently deleted a file using me
manager or the DOS del command? I have. My favorite
way is to issue something like del *.txt, only to find I did
not really want to delete all .txt files. QU has saved me a
number of times.
I simply type quo I am then asked, file by file, ifI want
to unerase it. If I do, all I need to do is supply the missing
first letter in the file's name when prompted.
Wait a minute, you might ask. If the file was deleted,
how can it be revived? You may have noticed that when
you delete a file, even from an external disk drive, it takes
only an instant. The reason is that only part of the directory entry, the index to the file gets deleted. Your file still
exists on disk.
When you format your disk from file manager or
DOS, two tables are set up to keep track of your files. Table
one contains a listing of all your files, similar to the listing
when you use the dir command. Each file has a place in
the table for the name and extension you gave it, a place
for its size, and a place for the time and date when you last
modified it. Also, there is a number associated with each
file that connects the file to a place inside table two. Table
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two contains the information about the various locations
where the file resides on the disk, since (as you may recall
from the discussion about pack), a file may be broken up
and lie on various parts ofthe disk. This table is called the
FAT (File Allocation Table).
When you delete a file, only the first letter of the file
name in the directory gets erased. Everything else related
to the file remains intact. How long it remains intact,
however, is a matter of luck. Every time you create or
change a file, it will be less likely that you will be able to
retrieve your file undisturbed. New or altered files may
overwrite the area on disk where your erased file resides.
The command qu only works in the simple straightforward cases. You must try the nu utility when qu fails. qu
fails because some other file name occupies your old erased file's directory, or it appears to qu that the entire file
cannot be recovered.

NU--Norton Utilities: Getting Into The Mud

(

The nu program attempts to bring some science and
English to the art of recovering lost files from disk. In addition, you can learn how MS-DOS on the Portables work.
The program is not only practical but a treat for you explorers, would be systems programmers, and curious folks.
If you desire, you can spend hours running nu, learning
about DOS and the way your files are structured.
First, let us go over methods I have discovered (with
help from Thomas Page of Houston), about using the Norton Utilities with the Portable and Portable Plus. NU is the
only program of the bunch that takes over the screen. Fortunately, unlike most software written for the IBM PC, The
Norton Utilities takes into account other DOS users. The
result is that the program works perfectly on the Plus, and
is the most usable 25-line program I have seen on the
16-line screen. You just have to be aware of several hidden
tricks to get started.
Let us take the Portable Plus first. If you are willing,
take the thirty seconds, from PAM, press f6, System Config. Change Console Mode from HP to .Alternate. Now, exit
System Config and type nu from the PAM screen or DOS.
That's it. All cursor keys, function keys work and the
screen looks like Norton intended. When your finished,
remember to change Console Mode back to HP.
If for some reason you don't want to change Console
Mode, the program still works. However, note the information about cursor keys, function keys, the space, and
Back Space keys in The Portable discussion below. Also,
you will get non-US characters outlining the screen rather
than lines.
The program works fine on The Portable. Here is what
I found to be the best way to run it. To start the program,
type nu 1d2. (Id2 tells the program to use hardware independent procedures to drive the non-IBM screen. The
manual says to create a config.sys file containing
device=ansi.sys. However, as far as I can tell this can be
ignored. ansi.sys does not reside as a file on either
Portable.)
Once you enter the program everything works fine, if
you understand several things about the keys. First of all,
an IMPORTANT POINT HIDDEN IN THE MANUAL is that
you can use the space key to move forward, and the Back
Space key to move backward within a menu. This is
crucial when you want to change directories or files from

menu 1.
Secondly, the program does not understand cursor
movement keys or Next page or Prev page keys. However,
the HPll0 does. This means you can use the Prev and Next
page keys to easily see the hidden parts of the display.
When you move the cursor up or down, it seems like you
change menu selections. It is an illusion. You must choose
a menu number or press space or Back Space to move
within the menu screens.
Because the menu choices show up in inverse video,
it is difficult to tell which choice you are anchored on.
However, you'll soon notice that the first character of the
choice that you are on is NOT in reverse video.
Alternatively, like Portable Plus users, you can change
Console Mqde in System Config to .Alt. This will give you
use of the cursor keys. You lose the peripheral 8 lines above
and below the 16-line screen as the 16 lines gets locked in
place. Often, nu displays useful information in tlfose extra
lines.
The nu utility basically provides you the tools to
display, change, and capture to a file any information on
the entire disk. You can view disk information by files or
by disk location. You can search for text. You can even examine or modify the two tables containing directory information.
Both the program and the manual help you to find
lost data. If you can detach yourself from the gravity of the
situation, searching for a lost file provides a wonderful exercise in sleuthing.
Your chances for success are much higher with a
MemoMaker file than with a Lotus worksheet.
MemoMaker or other text files can be spotted easily as you
skip through the disk. Also, with a text file, partial success
is still a victory. With a Lotus wks file, you must recover all
of it to have a chance for Lotus to retrieve it.

LP--Line Print: A Mini MemoMaker Formatter
,
If you don't need the printer type style control my Printer-

Talk program provides, or the formatting capabilities Ed
Keefe's Formatll0 gives you, this may be the program for
you. The lp command will print your MemoMaker (or
Lotus pm file) with a page header containing the file name,
date, and page number. The program gives you control of
margins, column width, and line length. This means that
if you use a ThinkJet, you can go into System Config and
switch to compressed print and 8 lines per inch. You can
then use the lp command to print out 88 line pages. This
command can also print out a file with the lines
numbered.

TS--Text Search: Find Lost Words
The ts command allows you to search your disk for
character strings. This can help to locate a file or in trying
to recover erased data. This is a nice feature, given that the
double sided HP9114 disks have over 710K. While the
HP9114 lasts, you can search your disks for key words. Of
course, you can also search your A disk.
This command allows you to search for the occurrence of a character string whether or not it is currently
captured in a file. I managed to lose the Letters section of
this issue-I have no idea how. Using this feature was
helpful in recovering most of the file.
MARCH / APRIL 1986
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IMPORTANT. Use the IN option, the option for nonIBM computers. Once again, despite the program's suggestion, it does not seem to matter whether ansi.sys is installed in config.sys.

up the system and must do a CTRL, Shift, Break to recover.
THAT IS WHY THE SYSTEM LOCKS UP IF YOU TRY TO
RUN NORTON'S DEMO program. If you want to run the
demo, edit file demo.bat by putting a REM in front of each
beep.

BEEP
This command can be useful within a batch file to audibly
report progress. Issuing the command beep causes a beep.
WARNING: the frequency and duration options do NOT
work on either Portable. If you try to use them, you lock

Unlike the frequency and duration options, the IR option does work and allows you to specify repition of the
beep. So you can put a beep in a batch file when one
operation finishes and a beep Ir3 for 3 beeps when the
batch file completes.

III' PORTABLE RELATED PROD! '('1

0

Uh oh! The tiger's right behind me. Better stay calm. just follow the fox's trail,
gobble up those dots, and don't panic. LOOK OUT-here comes a wall! Turn left.
No, not that way-l2fl! Why didn't . .. ? Oh, yeah-the keys aren't left and right,
they're clockwise and counterclockwise. I want clockwise. Quick now!
Boy, that was close . .. But yikes! Now the tiger is gaining on me! He'll catch me
before I catch the fox! Looks like I'm sunk . .. Wait, there's hope! If only I can make it
to that Maze Changer in time! Here goes-careful now! Turn clockwise. Clockwise
again. Almost there . .. Whew-I MADE IT!!!
Now. .. where am I? There's the fox, and there's his trail. And the tiger? Pretty
close, but I can always escape out that gate. And this maze has ~ Maze
Changers. All right, Tiger, I'm ready for you this time! . ..

18
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DT--Disk Test, FF--File Find, FS--File Size,
LD--List Directories

WIPEDISK

The dt command provides additional checks not provided by the DOS utility CHKDSK and RECOVER to insure the
reliability of disks. The ff command helps you locate files
through your maze of subdirectories. File Size lists the sizes
of groups of files. For example, fs *.wks would list the file
size of each Lotus worksheet file and the total size of all the
files. The ld command lists the directories on your disk.

Thomas Page tells us: "Wipedisk overwrites every
portion of a disk, replacing all existing information with
zeros and insuring that any data stored on the disk is
destroyed. This is useful if confidential data is recorded on
the disk."
"I WIPEDISKed the A drive of my Portable and produced rather traumatic results. This program, of course,
destroyed all system configuration information stored on
the E-disk."
"When 1 tried to return to PAM from the system configuration menu, the computer displayed the serial
number on the screen and died. All attempts to reboot
(contrast key, ctrl-shift-break, button on battery) failed to
produce response. I finally rebooted by disconnecting the
battery-a rather simple but not-approved-by-HP procedure."

FA--File Attribute
The fa command allows you to examine and change DOS
file types. One practical use would be to a protect a file that
you don't plan to change or delete. For example, fa turbo.com Ir+ would make your Turbo Pascal file unerasable
until you issued a fa turbo.com Ir-. The r stands for
read-only.
When 1 did a fa b~in on The Portable Plus, one of the
hidden files was devteam. The command type
b~in\devteam yielded the title "Project Design Team"
followed by 23 immortalized names. 1 found no such file
on The Portable, even though Steve Sakamon, the leader
of the original Portable design team, indicated that there
is such a file in the Portable's ROM.

SA-Screen Attributes
This program allows you to change screen lettering to
blinking, or inverse video. In addition, on The Plus you
can get combinations of those two, along with underline
and bold.
Despite the manual's suggestion, the IN switch does
not seem to make any difference.

SI-System Information
Here is an uninterpreted dump of what si reports when
run on my Portable. My memory is set at 96K 1176K in
System Config.

Operating Under DOS 2.11
3 logical disk drives, A: through C:
DOS reports 95 K-bytes of memory:
26 K-bytes used by DOS and resident programs
69 K-bytes available for applicat~on programs
A search for active memory finds:
384 K-bytes main memory (at hex 0000-6000)
64 K-bytes main memory (at hex 8000-9000)

Computing performance index relative to
IBM/PC: 1.2

TM-Time Mark
The tm command acts as a stop watch for logging time and
also prints current date and time. It seems to work fine on
The Portable. Only the In stop watch function works on
the Plus.

Wipefile
The wipefile command allows you to delete a file so that
it is impossible to recover, even with Norton Utilities. It
also provides an option that is equivalent to a public domain utility, vdel that I find quite handy. For example,
wipefile *.txt In causes each file ending with .txt to be
displayed one at a time. I am asked for each file whether
I want to delete it. If I answer yes, I can still use Norton's
qu to unerase it.

DO NOT USE THIS ON YOUR A DRIVE.

Conclusion and Ordering Information
The Norton Utilities contain programs for daily as well as
for emergency operations. They perform well on the Portable and Portable Plus, and they play an important role in
my use of The Portable.
The Norton Utilities can be ordered on 5 114" disk
from your local dealer or from Peter Norton, 2210 Wilshire
Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90403,213-399-3948 for $99.95.
Personalized Software will make The Norton Utilities
available to The Portable Paper subscribers for $89.95
plus $ 3 shipping and handling. In addition, upon request
we will supply a 3 112" disk containing all the utilities as
well as an additional public domain program or two. For
those who purchase Borland's Holiday Pack from us, we
offer and additional discount. See our add in this issue.
Write PO Box 869, Fairfield, fA 52556, 515-472-6330.

.Time Log/CrossRef
A

Two Utilities From FastAid
By Ed Keefe

TIME LOG WORKSHEET.
This 5632 byte Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet is designed to
facilitate keeping record of the time you spend on either
HP Portable computer. This information could be used in
case of an IRS audit or to aid in billing clients for your time.
The worksheet is completely menu driven and is full
of macros that Lotus programmers will find of interest. The
worksheet can be titled AUT0123.WKS to make it even
more automatic so that it comes up when you start Lotus.
The disk containing the worksheet also contains all the
documentation needed to run and understand the
program.
The worksheet has been developed over the course of
several months and has proven to be bug-free. It has kept
track of the 2000 + hours that the author has spent on the
HPllO.
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The disk also includes a surprise bonus program for
Lotus 1-2-3 at no additional charge.
CROSS REFERENCE
One of the more useful utility programs in every programmer's bag of tools is a cross-referencing program,
which can provide a line-by-line "index" of every key
word in a program. This "index", along with a listing of
your program, will let you quickly find bugs that would ordinarily escape you.
The CrossReference program is a .com file that will
run on the HP 110 without the need to load BASIC or
Pascal. However, it will "index" both BASIC and Pascal
source code, as well as dBASE II command files. It will

by Hal Goldstein
This column contains material directly relevant to Portable
Plus users. In this issue we focus on some of the problems
with the Plus. Any innovative product such as the Plus is
likely to have such problems at first release. Part of The
Portable Paper's mission is to make you aware of difficulties. Overall, the Portable Plus has been extremely well
received both by our audience and the press. HP is looking into all the problems we mention here. In some cases
they have supplied us with the information. In future
issues we will go more deeply into The Portable/Portable
Plus comparison.

Portable Plus Rom Updates
We have been receiving inquiries about the availability of
Lotus 2.0 and MSWord 2.0 in ROM for the Plus. HP tells us
they are talking with Lotus, but Lotus has made no commitmen~. No word on MSWord.
HP is also talking with SSI about putting WordPerfect
on the Plus. I hope they do since I use WordPqfect on my
Compaq DeskPro for many of my editing cHores. I would
love to be able to use WordPerfect on the Plus in order to
transfer mes back and forth easily. If you would like to see
WordPerfect on the Plus write Dan Lunt, Vice President,
SSf Software, 325 North State Street, Orem, Utah.
Finally, in regard to the subject of ROM updates,
Donald Woodson of Homestead, FL tells us to be careful
when your dealer puts in the Terminal ROM. When he is
done installing it, the case should fit correctly. Be sure
your dealer removes the spacers.

Portable Plus Service Notes
On all units with a serial number less than 2533Axxxxx,
there is the possibility that a fuse will blow during insertion or removal of a memory drawer. This is caused by the
ESD springs shoring against the motherboard. The problem is easily fixed at an HP service center by installing
20
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even let you start indexing any text me that you create with
MemoMaker.
The disk containing the Cross Reference program contains all the documentation needed to run the program.
The documentation is brief enough so that you can access
it and read or print it out from MemoMaker. The disk also
contains a bonus program at no additional cost.
[Ed--The author of this article, Ed Keefe, wrote both
programs. They can be obtained through his company,
FastAid, 314 S.W Logan, Ankeny, fA 50021. Ed charges
119.95 for either product and 134.95 for both. You can
judge the high quality of his work through his contributions to The Portable Paper.J

two rubber feet, and is covered under extended warranty
through 10/86. Service note 45711-05.
The RAM diagnostic will corrupt the contents of the
electronic disk. Therefore, back up drive A to a floppy disk
before running the RAM diagnostic. After the diagnostic is
run, the A drive must be reformatted and the information
restored from backup.
HP CompuServe sysops from time to time place service notes as messages on the HP Series 100 Users Forum.
We will report this information as we receive it.

Portable VS. Plus:
Some Minuses of the "Plus"
By Stephen P. Bartold, MD
The Portable seems destined for the same fate as the
original Touchscreen. It is my understanding that production of The Portable has already ceased, or will soon do so.
Now we have "The Portable Plus," an improved and more
powerful version of its predecessor. So how does it compare, and is it worth the added expense?
My wife and I have been using The Portable since it
was initially introduced almost two years ago. Make no
mistake, we are unabashed HP devotees in spite of HP's recent difficulties in the microcomputer market. We recently
acquired a Portable Plus and can share our initial impressions.
After considerable use of the Plus, we are impressed
and feel that is a better machine. Obviously, HP has listened to users and incorporated design improvements. But
before you go out and spend the $4000 or more for a fully configured Portable Plus, it might be useful to know
about some of the problems we have encountered.
This machine is conSiderably more expensive than the
Portable. The Portable provides approximately 656K of
useful memory in the form of 272K of RAM and 384K of
Lotus, MemoMaker, Terminal, PAM and DOS: that
represents $4. 57/Kbyte. A Portable Plus configured for
512K of RAM and with essentially the same (slightly
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enhanced) PAM and DOS costs somewhere between $7
and $8/Kbyte of almost pure RAM. I am using a list price
of $ 3000 for the Portable and an estimate of $4100 for the
Portable Plus. Obviously, these figures ignore significant
differences between the two machines, but the larger
screen size, the option for an increase in modem speed,
and other enhancements are offset by the greater cost and
the lack of software.
The larger screen on the Portable Plus is helpful, even
essential, if you use a word processor like Microsoft Word
that "hogs the screen" with menus. However, the larger
screen is different. It has less glare and also less contrast
under some lighting conditions. Personally, I prefer the
greater contrast of the 16-line LCD.
Our greatest disappointment regarding The Portable
Plus is related to the lack of software. Now much of the
software previously developed for the Portable is incompatible with the newer machine. This includes several of
the Hayden programs which are being advertised as compatible, including The Speller, The List Manager, and The
Writer.
It is painful to remember the protracted development
period when almost no software was available for the Portable, including expected programs like FORTRAN (now
available) and Symphony. We purchased our Portable Plus
without prior promises from HP, and thus are thankful for
whatever becomes available. Still, we hope to see Symphony because it would be so convenient and make such
a good match. It will be interesting to see whether The
Portable Plus is ever able to attract a selection of software
that will enable us to use the advertised 1.5 megabytes per
software drawer. We hope so!
There are several glitches I have discovered in
MemoMaker as implemented on The Portable Plus. One is
particularly onerous if you do much structured programming using MemoMaker as the editor. I have reported it to
the HP Response Center, and, as best I can tell, I am the
first user outside HP to have discovered it. The problem
occurs when repeated tab operations are performed in
rapid sequence. This results in a "stack overflow" condition, and the computer resets causing the loss of all data
in the current file. Although, I first noticed it many weeks
ago, it only happend once or twice, and I attributed this
quirky behaviour to the arrival of Halley's COmet or other
celestial"events.
However, I have recently been editing a rather long
document with numerical data tables, ami It happened
repeatedly, leading me to suspect, as confirmed by HP, that
it is an intermittant bug. The only workaround seems to be
to set as few tab stops as possible and to tab sequentially
in discrete steps rather than hammering on the tab key like
I do.
Finally, we offer a suggestion for future versions of
The Portable Plus keyboard. The embedded numeric
keybad is a potential convenience. But programming and
caluclations require parentheses, which are inaccessible
when the keypad is enabled. This greatly detracts from its
utility and could easily be remedied.
Also, the ROM version of MemoMaker on the Portable
Plus inserts multiple line feeds at the beginning of a document that are unsuppressible. This results in displacement
of full text pages downward to the very bottom of the
page. To work around this problem, I often Print my files
22
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using Personalized Software's Printeffalk, which works
fine on The Portable Plus.
Lest we sound like "Nattering Nabobs of Negativism"
we would close with a complimentary remark. As with
any new product there will be bugs. At all levels the HP
support staff have been accessible and exceedingly helpful.
This is a major factor in our continuing allegiance to HP.
In summary, HP redesigned and improved The Portable to achieve The Portable Plus. In doing so it also unbundled the rather impressive features of The Portable,
making them add-ons for the new machine. It also abandoned a significant portion of the software that had been
developed for The Portable. Whether the improvements
are worth the added expense is, in our opinion, equivocal.
In any event, we would rate both machines as superb. It is
apparent from the design and manufacturing of these computers that the scientists and engineers at HP are fine craftsman as well.
[Ed-Gerald Fuller of Williston, ND tells us that according to HP the TAB bug is due to interaction with other
software like Series 100 BASIC. Pressing CTRL Shift Break
and then going into MemoMaker eliminates the
problem.]
Dr. Steven Bartold is a physician and instructor at
the Department of Internal Medicine, Division of
Nuclear Medicine, at the University ofMichigan Medical
Center, Ann Arbor, MI.

~
by The Wizard, Cliff Looyenga

RY

Saving Precious Ram Disk Space
With Turbo Pascal
One thing that always bothered me was that no matter
how small a program I
wrote in Turbo Pascal, it was always greater that 10k bytes
long. I found a partial solution.
First the problem: the reason Turbo programs are
always at least 10k is because all Turbo programs will have
a copy of the Turbo Pascal run-time library which is about
10k bytes long. (The run-time library is a collection of
routines that gets linked to the compiled program at execution time.) So if you write two programs that use a total of
say 28k bytes of disk space, over 20k is used for the Turbo library.
The solution, then is to keep only one copy of the
Turbo run-time library. This is accomplished by creating a
program called RUN that will chain (connect to) the program name passed to it. The program run.com will be the
only program that has the run-time library. Every time you
write a program choose, the option (in the options menu)
to compile to a chain file. This will compile your program
without the-run-time library. When you want to run a program, simply type: RUN progname. The program will use
the library from run.com. The hard part of all this is that
the segments (units of memory) that the program run.com
uses must be large enough to handle the largest program
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you will run with it. Below I've listed my version of
run.com. Set the options to COM and the segment sizes to
those listed in the comment header.

{**************************************************}

{By Cliff Looyenga RUN (C) Hewlett packard 1984
}
{This progrcun will run a .cHN rue. Parameters passed to}
{ the program
}
{to run are also passed.
}

{**************************************************}

{compile options: cOde: 600, Data: 800, mInimum: 100,}
{ mAximum: 400
}
{The above compile options require approx. 104k of
}
{ memory to run.
}

{**************************************************}

Program run;
Var Parms : String[128] absolute cseg : $80j
{passed progname }
Prog: String[40]j {program to run}
Start_pos : integerj
Stop--pos : integerj
Chai~prog : file;
Begin
Iflength(parms)=0 then begin {no parms passed}
Write('Program to run: ')j {prompt for program to run }
readln(prog)j
end
else begin
Stari--Pos: = I;
{find the starting position of the program name }
While panns[Start--Pos]=" do S~pos:=S~pos+l;
Stop_pos: = Start_pos;
While (parms[Stop_pos] < >' ')
and (Stop_pos< =length(parms» do
Stop_pos: = Stop_pos + 1;
{find the end of the program name }
Prog: = copy(parms,start_pos,Stop_pos-Start_pos);
{program name }
Parms:=copy
(parms,Siop_pos,length(parms)-stop_pos + 1);
{parms for program }
end;
assign(chain_prog ,Prog + '.cRN');
{$i- }chain(chain_prog)j {$i + }
If IOresult< >0 then Writeln
(,Unable to RUN specified program');
end.

from the dos prompt), and not in the programmer's interface. All the DOS interrupts and function calls (system programmer's interface) are identical, and all the disk and file
management routines are the same. This is why all the
generic PC-DOS programs such as The Norton Utilities run
fine on the Portables.
Programs that only use MS-DOS functions and interrupts to control the display and keyboard will work fine.
So why doesn't everyone just use DOS calls when writing
programs? There are two significant reasons. First, DOS
does not provide a means for cursor control, screen clearing, color setting, graphics control, and screen
enhancements. Since most programs require some of those
things, the Rrogrammer is forced into doing more
hardware-dependent programming.
The second reason is speed. Going through DOS requires a lot of overhead and if the application being written requires more speed, the programmer may bypass the
DOS calls and access the BIOS or hardware directly to accomplish the desired task.

Q How do hardware differences between the IBM PC and
the Portables affect program compatibility?
A The main hardware difference that doesn't have to do
with BIOS interrupts (next issue) and that affects program
compatibility is the display. On the portables the location
for the display buffer is absolute memory location 80000h
(h=hex address). On the IBM PC the display location is at
80000h for the monochrome display and 88000h for the
color/graphics display. Therefore, if you have an IBM PC
program that accesses the dispJ:ly buffers directly, you probably won't see anything when you run it on either portable. If you had a copy of the source programming code
and could change the address of the display memory, you
would be one step closer to having it run.
The next problem is the format of the display buffer
itself. The Portable Plus has the same format for the display
buffer as the IBM PC does when the IBM is in
monochrome 80 X 25 (screen size) mode. The Portable, on
the other hand, is VERY different (the Portable's display
hardware is discussed next month). I think, in general,
most IBM PC programs don't access the display hardware
directly, but lise BIOS (hardware-independent system)
calls, which will be described next issue. This calls are the
meat of compatibility issues.

The Wizard Responds
Q How are The Portables compatible or not compatible
with the IBM PC?
A That is a complex question that we will deal with in the
next few issues. Compatibility issues can be broken down
into three categories: operating system (MS-DOS vs PCDOS), hardware (physical location of screen memory and
so forth), and BIOS interrupts (hardware-specific routines
built into the computer) . Since the HPllO and The Portable Plus are different enough in this area, they will have
to be covered separately. I will take each of the above
segments and treat them as separate questions to be
answered over the next few issues.
Q What is the difference between MS-DOS and PC-DOS?
A PC-DOS is almost identical to MS-DOS. The only differences are in the user interface (commands that you type

(110% co1ltinued)

Another HP Microcomputer Publication
Gary Goodman of Fredericksburg, VA, pointed out that we
had inadvertently left out Professional Computing last
month when we discussed other periodicals which include the HPllO. The magazine is devoted entirely to HP's
personal computers, including series 40, 70, 80, 100, Vectra, 200/300 and peripherals. According to Gary, it is good
broad coverage for HP personal computer buffs, and it is
offered as part of the $70/year Interex membership for personal computer users. It can be subscribed to separately at
$29.97 for 6 bi-monthly issues from Professional Com-

puting, PO Box 250, Camden, Maine 04843,
1-800-225-5800.
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Through the Looking Glass
By Ed Keefe

It's All Done With Mirrors
INTRODUCTION
In the first excursion through the HP110's "looking glass"
display, we delved into DOS and found out how to get the
portable computer to do "background printing."
This time we'll see how MS-DOS (the Disk Operating
System) can turn the computer into a hall of mirrors,
reflecting our input and output hither and yon. .
For those of you who are already familiar with the inner workings of the wonderland of MS-DOS, we'll be learning about redirecting input and output, as well as pipes
and filters.
To tie things together we'll develop a catalog of the
files on one of your disks. The catalog will be sorted by the
three-letter extensions of each file and then sorted
alphabetically within each of the categories. If this sounds
intriguing, start your computer, shift into MS-DOS, and
read on.
IMMEDIATE PREPARATIONS
To facilitate what we are about to do, I would suggest
that you perform the following commands. I am assuming
that you have a 9114 disk drive and a printer attached to the
computer and that these are both turned on.
If you have a Portable Plus start with 5) since DOS programs SORT, MORE and FIND are built into the Plus.
1) Insert a copy of the "utilities" disk that came with computer in the disk drive. (You did make a copy of this disk,
didn't you? Doing so is both legal and the ultimate in computer wisdom.)
2) Type in the command COPY C:SORT.EXE and press the
return key. This will make a copy of the sorting program
on the i.nternal, electronic disk of the HP110. Now you
have at least three copies of SORT.EXE The computer will
tell you 1 File(s) Copied.
•
3) Type in COPY C:MORE.COM and pressihe return key.
Again you will see the reponse 1 f"lle(s) copied.
4) Type in COpy C:FIND.EXE and press the return key.
5) Remove the backup copy of the utilities disk from the
disk drive and insert another disk of your own. This disk
should have several types of files on it. The type of file is
indicated by the three-letter extension that most file names
possess. For example, 1-2-3 files can be of types WKS,
PRN, and PIC. BASIC files have the extension BAS. Pascal
files use PAS. COM and EXE files are compiled or executable files. You may have named your MemoMaker files
with the extensions MEM, DOC, LTR, RPT, or whatever
(or nothing at all).
REDIRECTING OUTPUT
To get an idea of redirected output, suppose that you
wanted to take a quick look at a text file that is on the elec24
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tronic disk. You don't want to bother with invoking
MemoMaker. So you just enter the following command
TYPE TEXTFlLE.EXT. The contents of the text file will fill
the display and scroll up quite quickly.
You undoubtedly know that you can send the contents of the file to the printer by, first, pressing the CTRL
P keys and then issuing the TYPE TEXTFlLE.EXT command. This technique is called echoing. What you see on
the screen is what you get on paper, almost.
But if you're like me, I forget to press the CTRL P keys
when I've finished printing the file and the next command
also gets sent to the printer.
Is there another technique to send something to the
printer? Yes, there is at least one other way. Simply type
COPY TEXTFILE.EXT PRN and press the return key. The
contents of the text file will be "copied" into another file
called PRN. In the world of MS-DOS, PRN is a "file" called "The Printer." If you issue this command using one of
your own text files, you will have successfully sent the output of the COpy command to a physical file, the printer.
Here is another "trick" you may find useful. Suppose
you want to put a five line memo on paper for your
secretary and you don't want to warm up MemoMaker. Can
you get some text material to go directly from the keyboard
to the printer? Yes, and all it takes is the command COPY
CON PRN. Then press the return key. Now type in your
five lines of text, pressing the return key at the end of each
line. When you come to the end of the memo, press the
CTRL Z keys and you will see a "Z appear on the screen.
Now press return and your prose will go to the printer.
(Note that this is not a word processor. You can correct
typing mistakes only on the current line by "backspacing"
and retyping the line. There is no word-wrap: you must
press the return key at the end of each line.)
CON is another physical file known as the CONsole.
So you can use the copy command to transfer text information from the console to the printer and bypass the electronic or magnetic disks altogether.
If "copying" an electronic file to a physical file seems
to violate your notion of the way things are supposed to
be, then perhaps you would rather enter the command
TYPE TEXTFlLE.EXT > PRN (observe the spacings) and
press the return key. This will have the same effect as the
previous copy command. However, in this case, you have
used the first of several redirection symbols. The > symbol can be thought of as the head of an arrow which tells
the computer where to send the output of the TYPE command.
Here is another example of redirected output. Type in
the command COPY CON ADDRESS> DUMP and press
the return key. Now type in your name and address on
three or four lines. Press return at the end of each line and
CTNL Z return at the end of the address. Note that the now
familiar message 1 File(s) Copied did not appear. To see the
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results of your effort, issue the command TYPE ADDRESS
return. You will see your name and address. Then TYPE
DUMP return and you will see where the 1 File(s) Copied
message went to. You have "copied" some information
from the CONsole to a file named ADDRESS and, at the
same time redirected the normal output of the COPY program to a file named DUMP rather than let it go to its usual
destination, the screen.
Here is something that is "curiouser and curiouser."
Type in the command COPY CON MYNAME > NUL
(observe the spacings) and then press return. Enter your
name and press CTL Z and return. This time you will have
copied your name to a file, MYNAME, but you will have
sent the message 1 File(s) Copied to another file called
NUL. (If CON and PRN are "physical" files, then NUL
must be a "metaphysical" file.) NUL is nowhere to be
found in the computer. I suspect it is the same file where
all your priceless information goes whenever the computer crashes and you must reformat the disk. I sometimes
refer to this metaphysical file as "Bit-Heaven."
SOME MORE REDIRECTION AND AN
ALPHABETIZED DIRECTORY
Just as you can redirect output from the COPY command, so too can you redirect output from other DOS
commands. In particular, we will be working with the
DIR(ectory) command.
The DIR command normally sends its output to the
screen.
However we can get the output to go elsewhere if we
want. For example, type in the command DIR C: > PRN
and then press the return key. The output will appear on
the printer.
Let's make another copy of this directory listing for
future use. Issue the command DIR C: > nLES.PRN and
press the return key. The disk will whir and the DOS
prompt will eventually return to the screen. This command (> ) tells the computer to create a file on the electronic disk and to name the file nLES.PRN and then to
send all output from the DIR(ectory) program to this file.
If you wish to see the contents of this file, just issue the
command TYPE nLES.PRN and press the return key.
This copy of the directory will save us a lot of wear
and tear on the disk drive in the next few exercises.
SORTING IN MS-DOS
What we will be doing is sorting the names of the
files in the nLES.PRN file. And the first sort that I would
like to do is on the three-letter extensions of the file names.
Here is the command that will do just that.
SORT/ + 10 < F1LES.PRN > PRN return
The command reads like this: Run the SORT program, and
sort beginning with the tenth character of each line in the
file (i.e. /+10), and use the file nLES.PRN as "input" to the
SORT program. The < is another of the redirection symbols in MS-DOS. It means "draw input from." Remember
that the > symbol means "send output to." In this instance
the SORT program will send its output to the Printer.
From the printout you should be able to determine the
types of files on the disk very quickly, since the files of the
same type will be grouped together.
Eventually, what we want is a list similar to this, but
with the files arranged in alphabetical order within each

group.
The command SORT < nLES.PRN would give a
listing sorted on the first character in each line of the file,
but this would also scramble the order of the extensions
of the file names. The MS-DOS sorting program does not
have the ability to sort on more than one "key" at a time.
Is there a way around this? Yes, but we will need to use
another MS-DOS utility to get the job done: FINnEXE.
THE FIND UTILITY
To see how the nNnEXE program works, type in the
command nND" COM "< nLES.PRN and you will
see a listing, on the screen, of all the COM files on your
disk. (Note the use of double quote marks and the spaces
on either sicje1'Uf the search string.) Without the spaces,
your new listing might contain such file names as COMMANDS.PAS along with all the COM files in the directory.
Now we could just as well send this listing of the
COM type files to another file, say COMTYPE.PRN. The
command would be nND" COM "< nLES.PRN >
COMTYPE.PRN. Then we could issue similar commands
for all the different types of files in the directory. We would
wind up with, perhaps a dozen different files. Then we
could issue a group of commands such as SORT < COMTYPE.PRN > COMSORT.PRN to sort each of these
separate files. Finally we could combine all of these files
into one large listing with a command such as COPY
COMSORT.PRN + PASSORT.PRN + WKSSORT.PRN
BIGLIST.PRN (the use of the + sign is a DOS command to
"merge" the files while copying them to the BIGLIST.PRN
file.)
This method will work, but it involves too many files
and too much typing. There is an easier way.
PIPES AND FILTERS
We can use the nND and SORT programs in the same
command line to bypass the creation of a COMTYPE.PRN
and a COMSORT.PRN file. The command would look
something like this.
FIND" COM "< F1LES.PRN I SORT
The DOS manual calls the symbol I a pipe. I like to think
of I as a mirror which reflects the output of one program
to another program. In this case the output of the FIND
program would be reflected to the SORT program which
would, in turn, sort that input and pass it on for display.
(The I symbol may be entered by pressing the key
below the Back Space key while holding down a Shift key.)
We could even make the command do some more
work by changing it to read FIND" COM " <
nLES.PRN I SORT > CATALOG.PRN This modification
would send the output of the SORT program to a newly
created file CATALOG.PRN. (NOTE: when the SORT program is used in this way, the DOS manual refers to it as a
fllter.)
A BATCH PROGRAM TO AUTOMATE THE PROCESS
Rather than go through the process of issuing several commands like the above, I have written a collection of such
commands in a file called DIRSORT.BAT. Here, without
further to-do, is the batch program that will get the entire
job of producing on the external disk a sorted directory of
the files.
Use MemoMaker to key in the following commands
and when you have checked your work, thoroughly, for
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spelling and punctuation, save your work on the electronic
disk with the file name D1RSORT.BAT.
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO Turn on disk drive and printer
PAUSE
ECHO One moment, please.
D1R C: > FILES.PRN
ECHO OFF
FIND"
"< FILES.PRNISORT >CATALOG.PRN
:LOOP
ECHO OFF
IF %lX = = X GOTO END
FIND" %1 " < FILES.PRN I SORT> > CATALOG.PRN
ECHO OFF
SHIFT
MORE < CATALOG.PRN
PAUSE
GOTOLOOP
:END
After you have saved the above program and returned to
the P.A.M. main menu, and before you run the DIRSORT
program, type in the following command on the P.A.M.
DOS line.
DIR C: I SORT/+IO > PRN return
This will produce a listing of the files on the C drive. The
listing will be sorted by their extensions.
To run the DIRSORT program type in a command
similar to the following.
dirsort aim bas bat com exe mem pas prn wks return
The first word in the command will invoke the DIRSORT. BAT program. The "words" that follow in the line
would have to be modified for your disk. They are the
three-letter extensions common to the files on your disk.
What you will see is the prompt to Turn on the printer
and the disk drive and then the command to Press any key
. . . When you have done this, the program will ask you to
wait One moment, please ... Then you will see a listing of
the alphabetized files belonging to the ALM type (or
whatever extension you used). The program will continue
to run, intermittently prompting you to Press any key to
continue or -More-. You should press any key to keep
the program running. You will see the contents of the
CATALOG.PRN file "grow" after each successive pass
through the loop built into the DIRSORT.BAT program.
Eventually, the program will end, when it runs out of extensions. You will be prompted to return to P.A.M.
From P.A.M., you can go into MemoMaker, GET the
file CATALOG.PRN and edit it, perhaps by' trimming off
:.II

the file creation times from each line and adding some
comments to describe the contents of each file.
Restore the edited file to the electronic disk when you are
done or transfer it to the external disk. You should also
copy the DIRSORT.BAT file to external disk for safety's
sake.
HOW THE BATCH FILE WORKS
For those who are interested, here is how the DIRSORT.BAT file does its job. (I will comment only on those
commands that have not been touched upon previously.)
1) The first five lines tell the computer to suppress the
dialogue (Echo off) and then clear the screen. Then they
prompt the user to turn on the printer and disk drive and
then Press any key to continue. (pause). They then alert the
user to wait One moment, please.
2) In the line with FIND, the blank spaces between double quotes will find all those files that do not have any extensions and sort them alphabetically.
3) The line that says :LOOP is just a label to which the program can go in order to repeat a procedure.
4) The IF %lX = = X GOTO END command is a clever way
to have the program identify when it has run out of
parameters. (Parameters are the ALM BAT etc. extensions
that you typed in to start the program.) When there are no
more parameters the program will jump to the label :END.
Wherever you see %1, DOS will substitute a parameter
from the command line.
5) The next FIND command contains another ofMS-DOS's
redirection symbols, > >. This symbol is used to append
output to an already existing file.
6) The Shift command tells the program, to get the next
parameter from the input that you typed in.
7) The More command calls the MORE.cOM program
which will display the contents of the file CATALOG.PRN
on the screen but will do so only in screen-size portions.
The program will signal you with the prompt -More- to
which you may respond by pressing any key.
8) The procedure is then directed to repeat the loop, which
it will do until it runs out of parameters.
9) The plethora of Echo Off commands seems to be needed to clamp a lid on the computer's dialogue. The Echo Off
command is optional, if you want to watch for each step
that the program is executing.
If you have any refinements to add to the above program or if you notice any bugs, be sure to let me know.
Until next time: Happy Porting!
Ed Keefe is an autho~ programme~ and Computer
Science instructor. He is the president of The FastAid Co.,
314 S.W Logan, Ankeny, fA 50021.

We'll Sell Your Software

Classified ads are $.50 per word plus optional $5 for bold headline (maximum
30 characters). Ads must be received by
the 13th ofevery other month beginning
January.
Editor/PC

A great line-oriented text editor for your
110, 150 & IBM PC's. Only $35 plus $1.00
s/h. Call or write for info. Ph.D., PO Box
5009, Los Alamitos, Ca., 90721-';009.
Call (213) 430-5855
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We'll manufacture, market, and dis-tribute
your high-quality Portable software including Lotus templates. Hal Goldstein,
Personalized Software, POB 869, Fairfield,IA 52556. 515-472-6330.
Business Related Lotus Templates

EXP86-Enter your 1986 daily expenses
by category and EXP86 automatically provides current totals for each category as
well as daily, monthly and year-to-date
totals.
AR86-Enter your monthly customer
invoices and receipts and AR86
automatically gives you the monthly and
year-to-date totals and the current account
balance for each customer.

Send check or money order for $49.95
for 3.5" disk containing both EXP86 and
AR86 files to Michael J. Goergen, 1400
20th St., N.W. #202, Washington, D.C.
20036.
30 Asst Basic Programs 19.95

Graphics-Label-Games-HomeBusiness. Less than $1.00 a piece. Easy to
use. $19.95 plus $3.00 S&H. F&M ENTERPRISES 2796E 3600N Layton, UT 84041
Complete 110 System For Sale

HPllO system includes disk drive, ThinkJet, Software, HP-IBM link, other accessories. Asking $2800. Will sell pieces
separately. Dennis - (415) 428-0459.

Order your HP Portable and
Portable Plus products
from Personalized Software
PRICES
Product

Retail

The Portable Paper
Turbo Pascal'

Subscriber
Discount Qty

Total

55

. '"

69.95

65.95

Thrbo Thtor

34.95

32.95

Thrbo Toolbox

54.95

51.95

Holiday Pack'

125

119

Norton Utilities#

99.95

89.95

HolidaylNorton' #

224.95

199.95

Pascal Programs For Portable"

49.95

44.95

Monty Scrabble Machinet

99.95

89.95

Monty Advanced Module 1t

29.95

26.95

Monty Advanced Module 2 t

29.95

26.95

IBM PC Monty Scrabblet

39.95

35.95

CompuServe Starter Kit

39.95

35.95

TigerFox

32.95

29.95

PrinterTalk

49.95

44.95

'\.,

Iowa residents add 4 % tax.
Shipping and Handling add $3 for 1 item, 115 for Holiday Pack or more' than one item.
Non-North American orders, add $3 more surface mail and $12 airmail.
TOTAL

* Includes free disk containing HP Portable/
Portable Plus customized Turbo Pascal along
with Portable graphic programs.
#Includes free disk containing Norton
Utilities, instructions for Portable users, and
several Public domain utilities. If already
purchased Holiday Pack from us, subscriber
price is $84.95 (Norton Utilities normally
not available on 3 V2 " disk).
°Available at earliest March 1, 1986. $39.95
subscriber price if purchased any Turbo
product from Personalized Software.
tDoes not run with either HP Portable.
Specify disk size 3 V2 " or 5 ~ "
Unless indicated all products work with
Portable and Portable Plus. Wi? make every
effort to ship your products the day we
receive the order. However, when temporarily out of stock, please allow one to
three weeks for delivery. Wi? thank you for
your patience.

We will include free six month Lotus
magazine subscription certificate
with each order.

Holiday Pack Offers good through
March 25, 1986.

Credit card holders may order by
calling (515) 472-6330 Monday
through Saturday or by sending CompuServe EMAIL to ID 72257,714.

CompuServe

Get started on CompuServe with
CompuServe Starter Kit. Kit includes
-$25 free time
-Complete hardcover Users
Guide
-Permanent user ID number and
preliminary password
-CompuServe's monthly magazine, Online Today.
-Regularly $39.95 minus 10%
Portable Paper discount.

Normally: $39.95

CompuServe

Subscriber discount: $35.95
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HP PORTABLE RELATED PRODllCT
PrinterTalk takes up
about SOK of disk space.
Ashorter version (about
30K), sufficient for most
applications, is also

PrinterTalk

included on the
PriDterTalk disk.

The Mell10Maker
Enhancer
It does the things you wish
MemoMaker could do!

MemOMaker users: Now you can take advantage of all your printer's features, not just bold and
underline. PrinterTalk Version 1.2, an easy-to-use software package from Personalized Software, prints your
MemoMaker files, allowing you to:
• Change attributes (type styles) anywhere within the
files you printBold, underline, italic, compressed, expanded
(whatever your printer supports)
• Control numerous print functions, including:
-number of copies
-lines per inch
-lines per page
-spacing (including double, triple, quadruple)
-automatic page numbering
• Avoid paper waste by preventing annoying form feeds
• Use your HPllO as an electronic typewriter
-PrintetTalk connects your keyboard directly to your
printer
-Great for labels, envelopes, short notes, any small
typing task
• Perform advanced features supported by your
printer, such as superscripting and subscripting.
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR PRINTER
PrintetTalk stores the "escape sequences" (command
codes) that tell your HP printer how to perform attributes and print functions. Escape sequences are already
built into PrintetTalk for ThinkJet, LaserJet (and cartridges), and other HP printers, and you can easily
customize PrintetTalk for any other printer as well.

SINGLE-KEY OPERATION
Instead of a"hard-to-use, intricate series of control
codes, a single labelled function key sends comm~ds
to your printer. Simple "help" screens in plain English
tell you what to do, and all commands are summarized
on a single sheet of paper for ready reference. The user
manual is clear and concise, and includes easy-tofollow examples of all commands.

Use you printer's full potential!
Order PrinterTalk Version 1.2 today!

$49.95 including manual
$44.95 for Portable Paper subscribers
-If you already have an earlier version of PrinterTalk,
send it to us with just $7.50 (payable to Personalized
Software) and we'll send you Version 1.2 by return
mail.

15. . day no risk trial:
It. after is days. you are· dissatisfied with
Pdntetralk.fot any: reason, simply return it
and. we'Urefilnd your money.
To order, send postage-paid coupon enclosed in
this issue, or send check or credit card number to:
Personalized Software
p.o. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 (515) 472-6330

D YES. Send me PrintetTalk, the MemoMaker enhancer, at $49.95 per copy ($44.95 for Portable Paper
subscribers). If I am not satisfied for any reason, I can return PrinterTalk within 15 days for a full refund.
Specify size of disk: D 3 W' D 5 \4 "
Name
Title

Method of payment:
o Check
o MasterCard
o VISA

I

Iowa residents add 4 % tax
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per copy

Shipping and handling (add $3/disk, $7 non-U.S.)
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City/State/Zip

No.
copies

Card #
Cardholder signature:
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the HP41C and know what a good learning experience a users group can be. 314
SW Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed Keefe D:
515-964-6644 E: 515-964-7064.
Southeast Iowa
906 W. Briggs, Fairfield, IA 52556. Call
Hal Goldstein 515-472-6330.

North Carolina

Thanks to so many of you who
are willing to help organize local
users groups. Users groups give an opportunity to share tips, answer questions, discuss other products, trade
free software and Lotus templates,
and meet other professionals.
As you will notice some areas
have more than one contact person
and some major areas have none. If
you are in a "missing" area and
would like to organize a group, contact us. If your groups combine also
tell us. We will publish this column
each issue, keeping it up to date.
Write Local Users Groups, Box 869,
Fairfield, lA, 515-472-6330.
California
Southern California
Beginning 1186 meetings at HP's new
North Hollywood Sales Office, 2nd or 3rd
Thur. Call for time, date and request LA
Scrug Notes Newsletter. Dave Mark,
818-794-4969.
Los Angeles County, Southern California
Interested in forming HPll0 local users
group. Call during day. Blue Chip Computer System. 9701 West Pico Blvd, Los
Angeles. Elmar M. Gomez 213-553-3393.
San Diego
Please contact me if interested in forming
users group.
Stephen 1. Eyre. 454-0555.
San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties In San
Francisco Bay Area
Call if interested. Time and place to be arranged. Herbert 1. Hamerslough. D:
415-340-8811. E: 415-323-9618.
Los Altos/Mountain View
609 Rosita Ave. Los Altos, CA 94022. 1st
Tue night, 8PM, monthly or bi-monthly.
Please, call to verify time and place and to
say, hello. Marge Sutton. D:
415-949-0509. E: 415-948-0627.

Colorado
Colorado Springs
Mission Research, 4935 N. 30th St., Colorado Springs, 7 PM, First Monday each
month. Cail if plan to attend. Dan Ritt.
303-528-8080.

Iowa
Mid Iowa
Preferably on weekends, Thursday or Friday evenings. I headed a users group for

Charlotte and surrounding area
If you are interested in developing a

Charlotte area HP-ll0 user group, please
call my phone answerer and leave your
name, phone number, address, and the
fact that you are interested in a 110 user
group. John Jacob, 704-334-3468.

Oregon

!'

Salem
Call to verify time & place & say hello.
CompuServe ID 75066,1744 for electronic mail. Tom Cropper 503-390-1431.

Texas
Dallas/Ft. Worth Metroplex
2nd Thursday each month. Schedule and
location can change to accomodate
members. Optic-Electronic Corp, 11545
Pagemill Rd, Dallas, TX 75243 D. E. Pennington, D: 214-349-0190,
E: 214-331-4402.
Houston
Houston area users, please call and let me
know what interests you. I will arrange a
meeting as soon as I know what is needed. Our abilities are enhanced by sharing
resources. Thomas R. Page,
D: 713-759-4259, E: 713-528-7138.

Utah
Utah County
First Friday each month at Noon. Heritage
Halls Office, 825 East Heritage Drive, Provo. Call to verify time and place. Donna
Hoover, D: 378-4421, E: 375-4812.

The Portable Paper
Personalized Software
P.Q. Box 869

Fairfield, Iowa 52556

Virginia
Central Virginia
Call to introduce self and confirm interest.
Steve Cochran. D: 804-528-8491, E:
804-348-5289.

Washington
Eastern Washington, Northern Idaho,
Western Montana, and possibly western
Washington until someone does it
Call or write to say hello and give input on
desired time and place. N. 16725 Suncrest
Dr, Nine Mile Falls, WA 99026. Bob Sandberg. 509-466-4999.
Eastern Washington
Every second Tuesday. Call ahead to confirm. E. 3703 33rd, Spokane. Stephen S.
Warner.
D:
509-534-1588,
E:
509-535-3322.

Washington D.C.
Greater Washington D.C. Area
8:00 PM, Third Monday of Each Month
Starting February 17, 1986.800 N. Quincy St., Room 519. Call to confirm and to
say, Hi. William F. Cross. D:202-696-4112,
E: 703-845-9508.

Australia
8 Avoca St, S. Yarra, Victoria, Australia.
Nigel S. Ball. 03-267-8344.

England
Trafalgar House, Grenville Place, Mill Hill,
London, NW7 3SA England. Tim Cullis.
(01) 9594359.

Italy
Centro Di Calcolo, Piazale Delle Cascine
18, 50144, Firenze, Italy. Thomas Bogyo.
055598397.

Spain
Club de usarios HP 110, Pont Reyes S.A.,
A Ii atencion de D. Enrique Serra, Ronda
Universidad, 15,08007, Espana.
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